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3. • INTRODUCTION 
A. C-IOGIUd'IIICAL POITI0N AID P1r;u10o16i'Hy 
?ioidart is situated in west Inverness—shire, 
lying to the west of the town of Port William, with the 
regions of Ardnamurohan and Sunart to the south, and the 
region of Morar to the north. It is a rugged, mountain-
ous area with steep—aided hills rising to heights of over 
2,000' and many parts, particularly in south Moidart, are 
not easily accessible. It is bounded to the south and 
south—east by Loch Shiel, and to the north by Loch 
Allort and Loch Alt. lio roads or tracks penetrate the 
region and the small population is concentrated in 
villages situated around the mountainous area. 
The area mapped covers some 20 eq. miles of north 
Ioidart, and is covered by the 0.. six inch sheets 
Inverness—shire 135 3.2., 136 N.W., i.E., S.Vi., 60.1 10 p and 
149 N./. (fig. 1). The northern boundary is determined 
by the sea loch, Loch Ailort, in the west and the fresh 
water Loch Alt in the east; the southern boundary is 
defined by Glen Ulgarry, some two miles north of Loch $hie1; 
the western boundary by the Irine burn which flows north and 
enters Loch Ailort near the hamlet of Roohven; the 
eastern boundary by Alit a Choirs Bhuidh which flows north 
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into the eastern end of Loch Eilt. On the northern 
boundary of the area lies the small village of 
Lochailort, served by daily trains from Glasgow, and 
connected to the towns of Port William and Mallaig by 
the Fort William-Mallaig road, the celebrated "Road to 
the Isles". The principal occupations of the inhabit-
ants is agricultural, the tourist industry tending to 
be concentrated at the coastal villages of Iorar and 
Arisaig, on the west coast of Morar. 
Topographically the dominant feature of the area 
mapped is a ridge trending in an . - \i. direction and 
having an average height of about 2,000 1 . Locally, at 
Roia-Bheinn, Sgurr na Da Glaise and Druim Piaclach the 
ridge attains heights of over 2,800'. 	3etween this 
ridge and the northern boundary lie the mountains of An 
Stac, Beinri Coiro nan Gall and Diollaid Bheag, separated 
by N. - S. trending valleys. The general relief of the 
area is rugged, the ground rising steeply from aeE level 
to over 2,000 1 . The hills show a large amount of exposed 
rock, while the intervening broad, grass covered valleys 
contain only a email amount of rock exposure. 
3 . 
The east-west trending ridge forms the main watershed 
of the area and divides the ground mapped into two parts, a 
northern area which forms the larger part and includes the 
mountains mentioned above, and a southern area which con-
sists of the steep, south-facing elope of the ridge. To 
the north of the ridge the drainage flows into the sea 
loch, Loch Ailort, or into Loch But, which is connected to 
the sea by the westward flowing River Ailor -t. South of 
the ridge and in the wee -tern part of the area mapped, the 
drainage flows southwestwards into the sea loch of Loch 
Moidart, while o the east the streams flow south, into the 
fresh water Loch Shiel. 
The recent glaciation has had a considerable effect 
upon the topography, and many features characteristic of 
mountain glaciation are represented. Glenaladale and 
Glen Ulgarry are good examples of U-shaped valleys, and 
other features, such as cornea, hanging valleys, 
rudimentary Horns can be seen. Glacial striae are not 
common, some have been found at Seann Chruach, north of 
An Stac and they indicate that the ice movement in that 
area was in an B. - W. direction. Poor examples of 
4. 
roohee moutonnee in the same area, and at Beinn i3heag, 
immediately south of Loohailort, suggest the direction of 
the movement was from the east to the west. 
Glacial moraine covers all the valley bottoms, and 
greatly reduces he amount o roci1. exposed. 	Good 
examples of morainic hummocks can be seen in Coir'a' 
Bhuiridh and in the valley east of D.ollaid Bheag. 
Poet—glacial deposits consist in the main of river 
alluvium, which is deposited where the swift flowing 
streams enter the little disturbed waters of the lochs. 
The river Ailort has formed a large delta at the head of 
loch Allort and smaller deltas have been formed by the 
stream n entering Loch Lilt. Alit a Choire Bhuidhe has 
formed an extensive delta into Loch ii.lt, the loch being 
almost divided into two. No extensive post—glacial 
deposits are found in the valleys themselves. An 
exception to this Is in Glen Ulgarry, where the river 
follows a meandering course through the river alluvium 
in the valley bottom. 
Uplift of the land masts in post—glaciation times is 
indicated by the raised beach seen at Alisary, on the Loch 
Ailort shore some four miles 3.W. of Loohailort village. 
5. 
This movement has also affected the drainage, for all the 
major streams in the northern part of the area mapped 
either contain waterfalls, or in some part of their course 
pass through minor vertical—aided gorges. 
The area, although ruggud, contains no vertical rook 
faces and no part of the ground is inaccessible. The 
vegetation of the area is coarse grass y providing excellent 
feeding for the sheep and numerous deer. Trees and 
heather covered areas are confined to the low around 
immediately south of Loch Ai].ort and Loch Eilt. 
B I 	 (11 ') 	Cl .i 
Although the NoW, Highlands have attracted the 
attention of geologists for a considerable period of time, 
very little work hue been carried out in 1ioidart, and 
detailed information of the geology of the region is not 
availablo. The only previous geological work in Loidart 
was by H.L. Geological Survey, the work being part of the 
primary survey of the area covered by the 1" maps, Sheet 
52 (Sunart) and Sheet 61 (Arisaig and Lallaig). These 
maps and their related memoirs have yet to be published 
and the annual Sumriuries of Progress of the Geological 
6. 
rvey pt. 14930-31, 1933-35, provide the only available 
accounts of the work. The results of this primary 
survey have been incorporated into the Ordnance Survey 
"Ton Ale" map. This map shows that Moidart is made 
up of p8mn1tic and pelitic rooko of home age, which 
are part of an extensive outcrop of tioiflø rocks that 
extends from Morvern in the south to noydart in the 
north. 
.iiC work of thc Geological 6urvey ill rdnai..urchun 
(E.B. Bailey, 1921 0 22) showed the Lioine iohiata to 
consist of a1teiating bolts of paamtitic, sorii-pelitic 
and pelitic rocks striking approximately N.-. (.B. 
Bailey, 1)21). 	In east Ardnaraurchan the pswmiitio and 
pelitic belts were traced northwards to Lloidart (Bailey, 
1522). In W. Ardnaiuurchan Bailey reports that the 
rooks are in a l4JW state of metamorphiom (Bailey, 1922), 
the psazairtitic rocks being well bedded white felspathic 
grits with pebbly bands. Eastwards, near Ben Iliant in 
Ardnaznurchan, the rooks are more highly metamorphosed, 
the pelitic sohista being garnetiferous and the psalnn3itic 
rooks containing "pink felspar and obvious biotito" (Bailey, 
1921, p. 89). 
7. 
In 1930, continuation of the work by the Geological 
Survey in the area extending from Ardnamurohan to Sunart, 
showed further psanuitic, semi-politic and politic belts 
which were traced northwards into Moidart, on to the area 
covered by Sheet 61 (J.E. Richey, 1930, 1933-35). 	The 
serni-pelitic and politic rocks show great variation in 
thickness, which was attributed to 'info1din" of the 
pelitic rocks within the psanunitie belts (Richey, 1930, 
p. 63). 
In Ardnamurohan the dominant strike of the rocks was 
found to be in a N-U direction, but in ioidart, between 
Glen Moidart and Loohailort, the dominant strike changed 
to a N.E. - 3.W. or NJ.E. - U.S.W. direction (Richey, 
1934). 
As the Survey mapping progre sod eastwards into 
Sunart and E. lloidar't it was found that the J!oine rocks 
were injected with granitic and peiatitio material (Richey, 
1930). Richey states that "The injection begins in force 
east of a line drawn from Salon on Loch Sunart to 
Kinloohmoidart, and eastwards increases noticeably in 
intensity, 	It is especially obvious in a politic, or a 
8. 
semi-pelitic host" (Richey, 1930, p.63). 	Variation in 
rook type, from schists with pegmatite veins to lit-par-
lit injection gneisaes and permeation gneieseo are 
present. 	Sillirianite is locally abundant, often 
associated with muscovite-rich rocks. 	2ourmalins and 
beryl occur in the pegmatitee and adjacent gneiusea. The 
rooks are of a much coarser grain than the uninjeoted 
rooks to the west in Ardnamurchan, and Richey states the 
typioal rook of the injection zone is a garnet - muscovite - 
biotite - gneiss, the felapar of the gneiss being 
oligoclaae, although locally potash felspar is abundant. 
(Richey, 1930). 
To the east of Glen Moidart the rooks of the 
Injection complex are involved in "a zone of complicated 
folding" (Richey, 1934, p. 65) 9 which was traced from 
Ben Resipol, south of Loch ShIel, northwards to Loch 
Alt (Sheet 61). Richey states that "The complicated 
zone of folding ...... between Ben esipo1 and Beinn 
Gaire (Sheet 52), continues northwards to Loch Eilt in a 
well marked fold which closes to the south. A belt of 
garneti±eroua politic schist forms an outer member of this 
fold. 
9. 
The belt can be traced from the shores of Loch Eilt, 
immediately to the west of Sgurr na Paite southwestwards 
along Beinn Coire nan Gall to Truim Piaclach. With a 
change of strike the belt continues in a south easterly 
direction along the ridge of Druim Piaclach as far as 
Beinn !Lhic Oedidh. Here it turns north east again and with 
minor complications continues back to the head of Loch 
Eilt. Within this arcuate outcrop and conforming with 
it In strike come a mixed pelitic and pøaiazaitio assem- 
blage with a central belt of puarmiatic schist" (Richey 1935, 
pp. 79-80). 
The injection complex of Idoidart and 3unart is con-
tinuous with a zone of injection present further north in 
the Loch Duich - Loch Hourn area (Pheriister 1948). 
Phemister (1948) reports that the results of the Geological 
Survey mapping show that the injection complex has a total 
length of at least 60 miles, extending from the Sound of 
Mull in the south to Loch Duioh in the north and varies in 
width from 10-16 miles. H.H. Read (1931) described the 
Loch Choire injection complex in JutherlandsUre g and 
Phemi8ter (1948) states that the rocks of the injection 
complex in Moidart are almost identical with those described 
10. 
by Read. 
Phexaister points out the "the parent body of the 
injecting magma" is not exposed in Moidart or Uwiart 
(Phamister 1948, P. 31). 	In the injection complex of 
unart the Strontlan granite is exposed, but although the 
intensity of injection in the rocks adjacent to the 
granite is intense, A.G. MacGregor & W.Q. Kennedy (1931) 
ahowd that the granite was of later date than the 
injection episode. The granite (a tonalite, grano-
diorite, biotite—granite mass) was found to be trans-
gressive to the injected country rock, and banding within 
the gneiaoee can be traced to the granite contact but not 
In the granite itself. 
W.T. Harry (1954) studied the gneiusoe of the 
injection complex in W. Ardgour, an area immediately 
to the south east of Moidart. In W. Ardgour the paaxnmitio 
rocks are fold into a N.i. - 3.7e trending anticline, 
in the core of which there is exposed a belt of pelitic 
rock. Harry reports that in this politic rock there in 
present a belt of composite gneissee. Adjacent to the 
junction of the pelitlo rooks and overlying peammitic 
rooks, an oligoclas-biotite—quartz gneiss is found, and 
11. 
at structurally deeperlevele of the anticline the neiasee 
are of granitic composition, containing quartz, 
miorooline, oligoclase and biotite. 
Harry states that these two neiuues wore formed 
syntectonically, the granite-gneiea by a 3i02 - K2  
front of metasomatiom, which was preceded by the 
Na-Ca-lag front of feispathisation that formed the 
oligolase-biotite-quartz-gneiss. No considerable time 
gap occurred between the formation of the two gneieeee, 
the structures and textures of both gneisees show the 
effects of the same earth movements, and they are 
regarded as "products of an 'earlier' and 'later' phase 
of the same metaeomatio episode" (Harry, 1954, P. 304). 
Ilinor structures found in the gneiaees can be related 
to the major antioline of the area and Harry suggests that 
the forrnatinot the gneisees accompanied this folding 
episode, although taking place towards the end of the 
movement. Thin sections show evidence of para - 
crystalline deformation, and small fractures in the rock 
are now healed by quartz-felapar material oontinuoua 
with the uartz-f elf, par material in the uri'oundin 
gneiau. 
12. 
Harry believes the injecting Liaterial affected rocks 
which had been previously metamorphosed and deformed. 
This is shown by the fact thatthe horiiblende echiste, 
(regarded by Harry as pre-metaiiorphien intrusions) found 
as pods and lenses in the Moms Sohists, had been metamor-
phosed and disrupted hcOre the intrusion of the granitis-
ing fluid. 
The work of H.M. Geological Survey on the primary 
survey of the area covered by Sheet 61 wa3 extended north-
wards from Moidart to 1orar (J.i. Richey 1935-1938). 	The 
geology of rorat has been intensively studied and it will 
be useful to describe the results of the work in this area 
in some detail, so that comparison can be made with the 
conclusions obtained by the writer in !oidart. 
The first detailed account of the geology of Morar is 
given by J.T. Richey and W.Q. Kennedy (1939), their work 
being part of the primary survey of Horar carried out by 
the Geological Survey. Richey and Kennedy found that the 
Moms Sohists in west Morar contain abundant, well preserved 
sedimentary structures which consistently young to the 
west, and enable a etratigraphical succession to be 
established. The sdiraentary structures are sufficiently 
13. 
abundant for Richey and Kennedy to state that reduplication 
of the rooks by folding do;s not take place. 
The succession of Richey and Kennedy, which divides 
the Moms $chists of Eloxar into three main lithologloal 
roupa, is given in table 1. 
The thicknesses given to the three groups by 1iohey 
and Kennedy are applicable only to the particular locali-
ties mentioned. There is considerable variation in 
thickness of he two lower groups and this is said by 
Richey and Kennedy to be the result of "tectonic sliding 
of the strata during folding" (Richey & Kennedy 1939, 
p.28). Interbanding of the lithological groups along 
their junctions show that the sequence is a continuous 
one. 
Certain features which would be useful in applying 
this succession to other regions were pointed out :- 
The restriction of cab-silicate bands to the base 
of the Upper Psammitio Group and to the Upper 
Striped Schiets and the Garnetiferous Politic 
Sohists of the striped and Politic Group. 
Llagnetito-zoisite seams are present in the Upper 
Striped Schists. 
TABLE I 
Upper Peammitlo b. Massive and well bedded pink siliceous 
Group. 	(Upwards telepathic granulitic eohiete, often 
of about 12,000' finely pebbly with pebbles up to 1" 
near Arisaig). in diam., and with frequent semi— 
politic beds. 
a. Well bedded greyish or white quartzoae 
and felspathic grariulitio sohiate, 
with frequent semi-'pelitio bed.. 
False bedding abundant and slump 
folding frequent. 
c. Upper Striped Sohists. 	Banded 
series of finely laminated Peainmitio, 
semi—pelitlo and pelitlo sohiste 
with thin layers and lentio].ea of 
pale garnetiterous cab—silicate 
rook centring psaxninitio rib3, and 
occasional thin dark fine grained 
magnetite-zoiaite seams. 
Striped and Pilitic b. Garnetiferous Pelitia Sohiate. 
Group. 	(About Sometimes divisible into: 
3,500 1 gI1ar ]• Garnetiferous politic echiete. 
11. striped achiata with cab— 
silicate layers. 
111. garnetiferous politic achieta. 
a. Lower Striped Sohiats. 	Mainly 
laminated Sohists as in o., but with 
peanimitic laminas more developed, 
and with ribs of coarse pammiti,o 
sohiata. 	Cabou.ailioate bands absent. 
o. Thinly bedded granulitic sohists 
without false bedding (absent in 
N • Morar and Knoydart). 
Lower Psammitio be Pink or grey felapathic granulitic 
Group. 	(About schiste often finely pebbly with 
3,500' near pebbles up to 1" in diam., and with 
Mallaig). frequent semi—pelitic beds. 	False— 
bedding frequent, and slump folding 
occasionally seen. 
a. Thinly bedded granulitic Sohiete 
without false bedding (absent in 
Be Morar), 
14. 
Coarse textured psammitic ribs are ch.raceriatio 
of the hewer Striped ehiste. 
The Upper Peuamitic Group in much thicker than 
the Lower. 
The succession in florar was con3i.clered by Richey 
and Kennedy to have a regional significance, and the 
similarity of the succession to those established in 
Central and North Roes,—shire (Peach and others 1912, 
1913; Peach and Horne 1930) was emphasised. 	It was 
stated that "it is not improbable that the Morar 
atratlgraphioal sequence will be found to hold through—
:out the iorthern Highlands as a whole" (Richey and 
Kennedy 1939 p.37). 
In their structural interpretation of Morar Richey 
and Kennedy divide the metamorphic rocks into two series, 
the :Toino Series and theSub—Moine Series, exposed in a 
N..-. trending anticline which plunges northwards in 
Knoydart and southwards towards the Sound of Jriaaig. 
In the "core" of the anticline and surrounded by an 
"envelope" of Moine rook lie the Sub—loine Series, a 
complex assemblage of highly folded puammitic and politic 
rooks in which are interbanded hornhlendio orthogneisoes. 
15. 
The Sub-4ioine and ITolne Series were said to show diet-
:inctive tectonic, litholo, ical tnd metamorphic features 
which enable them to be separated in the field and in the 
thin section. These dietinguiehing features are tabulated 
below. 
Sub—oine series 	 Ioine Series 
The psammitic rocko show a 
cataolastio structure of 
the quartz mosaic, felspar 
is not abundant. 
They are oomon1y 'spotted' 
with patches of red 
haematite and have a high 
content of a pleochroic 
epidote. 
The micas 1r both the 
pelitic and psammltio rocks 
are orientated oblique to 
the bedding. 
Cab—silicate bands are 
absent. 
The rooks have suffered 
large scale recumbent 
folding. 
The rooks show evidence of 
retro'ressive metamorphism. 
The i)tL]tiC rocks are 
felapathic with an even 
grained ranoLi:1tic 
texture. 
The red hacratite patches 
are absent, and a non-
pleochroio epidote is 
locl.r uiunthrnt. 
?he Lucas of the psammitic 
and politic rooks are 
aligned parallel to the 
foliation, vihiih 6ofinee 
the bedd.ng. 
Cale—silicate bands are 
)resent in some horizons 
of the Moine succession. 
Recumbent folding absent, 




Richey and Kennedy conclude that the Sub-44oine 
Jeries represents an older formation which had been 
folded and highly metamorphosed prior to the deposition 
of the Moine Series, and the junction between the two 
Series is an unconformity. The retrogressive metamor-
phism seen in the Sub-Moine Series is thought to be due 
to the effect of the later regional metamorphism of the 
Moine Series upon already highly metamorphosed Sub-Moine 
rock. 
Richey and Kennedy's structural interpretation of 
Morar was questioned by A.G. iacGregor (1948) 9 who stated 
that the features used by Richey and Kennedy to distinguish 
the rocks of the Sub-Moine Series were prenent in the rocks 
of the Loine Series, and features regarded as characteris-
tic of the Moms Series could be found in theSub-Moine 
eries. MacGregor however, pointed out that his ev :lenoe 
was not derived from the interior of the Sub-Moine core 
but only from the restricted area of the Moms and Sub-
Moms boundary in the S.E. of Morar. MacGregor suggested 
that it would be "prudent to keep in view the possibility 
that all the metamorphic Sub-I.oine sediments constituted a 
'I.- 
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lower part of the Moine Series associated with hornblendio 
orthon,ieieses" (A.G. MacGregor 1948 pp. 274-275). 
A re-examination of the structural evidence of I1orar 
by W.Q. Kennedy (1955) modified the conclusions reached 
in the earlier paper (Richey & Kennedy 1939). The 
modified structural interpretation Kennedy considered 
to be applicable to the Loch Hourn-Glene].g area to the 
north of Morar, and Kennedy attempted to correlate the 
structure of Morar with that established west of the 
Moms Thrust Plane in the Sleat of Skye (Peach & others 
1907; Bailey 1939). 
In this later work Kennedy stated that the psamniitio 
and politic rocks of the core of the Morar anticline, 
previously described as the Sub-i4oine Series, were instead 
tectonic reduplications of the lower part of the Moine 
succession established in the "envelope" rocks of Mor. 
The junction between the rocks of the 'core' and the 
'envelope' is not unconformity as suggested in the earlier 
paper, but a "plane of tectonic discordance", (Kennedy, 
1955 P. 363). 
The rocks of the 'core' identified as the Lower Striped 
and Lower Psamiitio Groups of the !orar Buocession with 
tectonically incorporated hornblendic (Lewisiari) gneissee, 
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are folded into a series of broken recumbent folds which 
are consistently overturned to the west. The axial planes 
of these folds now have a variable dip, since they were 
refolded during the formation of the Morar anticline. 
The rocks of the "envelope" of iorar show a 
stratigraphioal succession and "occupy the flanks of the 
anticline and dip in normal succession at high angles to 
the east and west" (Kennedy 1955 P. 361). The Lower 
Peanunitio Group of the Morar succession forms a completely 
closed outcrop around the rocks of the core, and Kennedy 
reports that at different localities the Lower Paammitio 
Group rests on different lithological units of the "core". 
Kennedy states that the equivalent etratigraphical 
units of the "core" and "envelope" connect "to the west 
around the front of a broken recunibe.nt anticline, or 
thrust" (Kennedy 1955 P. 366). 	The position of this thrust 
is difficult to place in the field, since any mechanical 
disturbance caused by the movement along this plane has 
been obliterated by the regional metamorphism which post-
dated the movement. Kennedy states "It is probable 
nevertheless, that the discordance coincides very nearly 
with the original stratigraphioal base of the Home 
succession" (Kennedy 1955 p. 361). 
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The correlation of the pewamitio and politic rooks 
of the core with those of the envelope, and the identi-
fication of the boundary between them as a 'thrust plane, 
led Kennedy to believe that the interpretation of Iorar 
provide important evidence regarding the structure of 
that part of the Lloine nappe wh:ch overlies that Moine 
Thrust Plane in Skye. 
Kennedy's structural interpretation of ilorar is that 
the rooks of the 'core' represent the Lloine nappe, that 
is, the thrusted mass of rook that has been moved west-
wards along the Moms Thrust Plane, and consists of 
highly folded Moms rook with tectonically incorporated 
basement (Lewisian) gneisses. This is overlain by Moine 
rooks (the 'envelope' of the Morar antioline) showing a 
etratigraphical succession which has been thrust west.-
wards over the rocks of the 'core' (the 1!oine Nappe) to 
form an Upper Moms, or korar Nappe. Kennedy states that 
the Morar Nappe is of an earlier age than the Moine Nappe, 
the movement taking place before the regional metamorphism 
of the whole area. 
If this structural interpretation of the LIorar 
anticline is correct then it should be applicable to 
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adjacent regions. Kennedy attempts to apply his structural 
interpretation of iorar to the Loch Ilourn-Glenelg region 
further north. Kennedy, basing his conclusions on the 
mapping of the Loch Ylourn-Gleneig area by C.T. Clough 
(Peach & Horns 1910), states that the major structure of 
the Loch burn area is the Loch bourn anticline, which 
plunges southwards to Knoydart, and "opens northwards 
towards Loch bourn and the great Lewisian inlier of Gleneig" 
(Kennedy 1954 P. 369). The Loch Hourn antioline Kennedy 
believes to consist of an "envelope of normal ioine Jchiats, 
which it shares in common with the Morar antioline to the 
south, and a complex core of Ioine-like psamuitic and 
politic achiets of deformational fades, highly folded at 
deeper structural levels in Gleneig with basement 
gneiases of the Lewisian complex" (Kennedy 1955 P. 369). 
Kennedy concludes that "The orar and Loch Hourii 
anticlinee are strictly homologous in that they share an 
envelope In common, occupy analogous structural positions 
along the strike ai consist of similar rook types. Any 
structural interpretations must, therefore, be applicable 
to both folds" (Kennedy 1955, P. 369). 
2]... 
Kennedy attempts to correlate the structural 
history of the Morar-Glenelg region with that aetabliahed 
to the west in the 3]..eat of Skye by C.i. dough (Peach & 
others 1907) and E.B. Bailey (1939). From the work 
of Clough and Bailey, Kennedy concludes that the 
structural history of the Sleat of Skye shows two main 
phases of movement - 
An earlier phase of recumbent folding of the 
Lewisian basement and the overlying Torridonian 
and Cambrian sediments. 
. 11 later phase of clean out thruoting, (formation 
of Kishorn and Moine thrusts). 
Kennedy believes that this structural history 
is similar to that he establishes in the florar-G].eno].g 
region, and he suggests the structural correlation as 
shown in Table II. 
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TABLE 11 
Tectonic 1 uVerients in tlio 1. . I'll alodQi1dcs 
Non—metamorphic 
(Skye) Sector 
Earlier phase of movement 
Recumbent folding of 




(1' lorar and Glenelg) 
Earlier phase of movement 
I 
Pre—cryatalline folding 
of the (non—metamorphic) 
Moine sediments. 
Formation of blorar 
anticline and development 
of Horar Nappe 
Main Orogeny in the North Western Caledoniclee 
Time Interval 	 Regional injection and 
regional metamorphism 
of Moine Series. 
Post folding phase of 	Post crystalline 
transgressive clear— thrusting of Tiloine 
out thrusting. 	 Series. 
Development of Kisrn 	Development of 
thrusts and nappee. 	Eoine (and Tarakava1 - 
Balinacara) thruu -ta 
and nappc;. 
Post—orogenic movement in the 11.V1. C Jedtnidea. 
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Kennedy's conclusions on the structural history of 
Morar and adjacent regions arou3ed much interest (see 
discussion following Kennedy 1955), J. 3utton was not 
convinced by the evidence put forward for the Lewisian 
age of the hornblendic gneieaea in iorar, or for the 
etratigraphical correlation between the Loine rocks of 
the 'core' and 'envelope, both factors essential to 
Kennedy's interpretation, R.M. 2haokleton pointed out 
that the complex folding in the core may be intense die-
harmonic deformation, formed in the less competent beds 
underlying the massive Lover Psammitic Group, an 
extremely competent layer some 3 9 500' thick. 	G. ./ilaon 
suggested that the boundary between the 'core' and the 
'envelope' may not be tectonic, but a "metamorphic 
transition from the envelope to the core rooks" (Kennedy 
1955 P. 386) 0  
It is interesting to note that Richey and Kennedy 
(1939) concluded that the rocks of the core and envelope 
had undergone different metamorphic histories, the core 
rooks showing evidence of retrograde metamorphism not seen 
in the rooks of the envelope. Kennedy (195), however, 
concluded that there was "no metamorphic break at the base 
of the envelope, nor elsewhere within the structure" 
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(Kennedy 1955 p. 364) and considered that throughout ilorar 
the rooks were in the garnet zone of metamorphism. 
Kennedy (1949) studied the metaiorphic history of the 
Moine rooks of .. Inverness-shire and 11 9W. Argyll (the 
area covered by the Geol.Survey Sheet 52 and Sheet 61), 
and separated the rocks into zones of progressive regional 
metamorphism, each zone being characterised by a distinctive 
mineral assemblage found in the cab-silicate granulites. 
The cab-silicate granulites occur as thin imperaistent 
bands in the Loine succession and are rarely more that 2" 
wide. In the succession established in Morar (Richey & 
Kennedy 1939), the cab-silicate bands were found to be 
restricted to the Upper Psauunitio Group and the Utriped 
and Pelitic Group, but Kennedy points out that since these 
stratigraphical divisions comprise the major part of the 
Moine Schiots in Vt. Inverness-shire and IJ.\I. Argyll, the 
cab-silicate bands in the area have a wide distribution. 
Kennedy states that the Moine Uchiats of vi, Inverness-
shire and N.W. Argyll "show a marked progressive increase 
in metamorphism when traced from the coastal districts 
eastwards towards the interior of the country" (Kennedy 
1949 p.43). 	The mineralogical composition of the cab- 
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silicate bands varies with this progree9ive easterly 
increase of metamorphism. Kennedy regards the cab-
silicate bands as belonging to an iso-chemical series and 
the differences in niinerabogioal composition are due 
"directly to dif.ferences in metamorphic environment" 
(Kennedy 1949 p.49). Kennedy showed that the cab-
silicate bands could be placed into Thur groups, or faoio8, 
each characterised by one of the following mineral 
aasenblages - 
GROUP I - garnet - zoiaite - acid plagioclase - biotite 
GROUP II - garnet - zolsite - acid plagioclase - hornblende 
GROUP III - garnet - anorthite (bytownite) - hornebbende 
GROUz IV - garnet - anorthito (bytownite) - pyroxene. 
Using these four groups of mineral assemblages, 
successive metamorphic zones can be established "each of 
which covers the pressure-temperature li:nite of one of the 
four mineral fades" (Kennedy 1949 p.50). From west to 
east Kennedy recognizes the following metamorphic zones in 
W.Inverneaa-shire and N.W. Argyll. 
Zoisite - (calcite) - biotite zone 
;oiaite zone 
Anorthite - hornblende zone 
Anorthite - pyroxene zone. 
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The boundaries of these metamorphic zones are diotinet, 
the transition from one metamorphic zone to another taking 
place within a very short distance. 
Kennedy states "In general the zonal boundaries conform 
with the regional strike of the rocks, but the metamorphic 
zones themselves are not symmetrically disposed with 
respect to major folds, such as the Morar anticline" 
(Kennedy 1949 p.52). 	Kennedy also points out "it is 
significant that the iaograd which marks the zoisite—anorthite 
transition coincides almost exactly with the observed 
western limits of regional injection" (Kennedy 1949 p.52). 
The metamorphic zones are arranged parallel to the western 
limit of the zone of injection present in the area Kennedy 
studied, and Kennedy believes that the easterly increase 
in grade of metamorphi.sm is due "to the thermal influence 
of regional injection" (Kennedy 1949 p.55). 	Withir the 
zone of injection sillimanite is present in the pelitic 
rooks, and Kennedy finds that the silliriianite isorad of 
the pelitic rooks nearly conforms with the pyroxene iso-. 
grad of the cab—silicate bands. Kennedy establishes a 
metamorphic oor2lation of the politic nwists and caic-




Condition of Uninected In looted 
Joine 3chists 
I:ineralogioal Zoisite -- - Anorthite 
Reaction in 
Cab-au • Biotite-4Hornblende Horneb1ende-. Pyrozene 
Granulites 
Zones based on Zoisite- 	Zoisite Anorthite - 	Anorthite 
Cale.-oilioate (Calcite-) Zone Hornblende Pyrozene 
granulites Biotite Zone Zone 
The results of the work by R.3t.J.Lambert (1958, 1959) 
in Morar support the suggestion put forward by G. Wilson 
(Kennedy 1955, in discussion) that the boundary between the 
rocks of the 'core' and envelope of the Llorar anticline , is 
not tectonic but a metamorphic boundary. 
Lambert (1958) concluded that the Liolne SchietB of 
Morar have been affected by a period of progressive 
metamorphism, followed by 4period of rotroLcres[.ive 
metamorphism which affected only the rocks of the 'core' 
(Kennedy's Moms Nappe). The boundary between the 
'core' and 'envelope' of the florar antioline is the outer 
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limit of the affect of this retrogrealve metamorphism. 
Lambert does not accept Kennedy's interpretation that the 
'core rocks are tectonic reduplications of the strati-
graphical sequence of the 'envelope' and concludes that 
the Lloine sedimentary succession in ?Iorar consists of five 
lithological groups. The etratigraphical successions 
established by Kennedy and Lambert are compared in table III. 
In the field Lambert regards the core-envelope 
boundary not as a mappable line, but as a zone of transit-
ion of ariable width in which there is a gradual onset of 
the features used to distinguish the rooks of the core 
from those of the envelope. The passage from the 'envelope' 
to the 'core' rooks is marked by:- 
Degree of macro-and mi.ro contortion of foliation 
Abundance and style of folding of quartz veins 
ppearanoe of Haematite 'flecks' in the 'core' 
rooks. 
A petrographic study of the paaminitio and politic 
rooks of tb. 'envelope' of the Morar anticline indicates 
a progressive increase in the grade of metamorphism from 
west to east Lorar. 	The paaminitio rooks in west Morar 
oontain albite felspar and iron-rich epidote, but to the 
east, near Arisaig House the felspar present in the rocks 
TABLE III 
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Upper 
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is oligolcase (A a ) and the epidote is an iron-poor form. 
A similar mineral assemblage is found in the pui:itio 
rocks in east Norar and Lambert reports "The metamorphic 
grade continues to rise eastwards." (Lambert 1958 p.187). 
The texture of the envelope peainmitic rocks, when quartz 
is abundant, is tessellate, the quartz grains being of even 
size, regular shape and having smooth boundaries. 
The rocks of the core do not show the evidence of this 
easterly increase in metamorphian. At tLe core-envelope 
boundary Lambert found that the main mineralogical changes 
that took place were, 
Quartz texture gradually becomes sutured and in-
equigranular 
Haematite appears as intergrowtha. 
The plagioflaae becomes more albitic. 
The epidote is the Fe-rich form. 
Garnet, although rare in the core, Ls altered to a 
biotite-muscovite-epidoto assemblage. 
The mineralogical evidence indicates that the 
metamorphic state of the 'core' rooks corresponds with 
the low grade 'envelope' achists on the west coast of i.lorar. 
Despite a detailed chemical and mineralogical study 
which illustrates the changes mentioned above, Lambert 
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concludes it is "not possible to come to any firm conclu-
sion about the detailed nature of the metamorphism respon-
sible for the state of the core achinte" (Lambert 1959 P. 
583). 
The core-envelope boundary is considered as the 
outer limit of a large scale retrogressive activity, and 
its formation due to "low diffusion ratea and possibly 
also low reaction rates In the envelope in which the only 
widespread change is the ohioritisation of garnet" (Lambert 
1959 9 p.583). 
Lambert attempts a correlation between the structural 
and metamorphic histories of the 'core' and 'envelope' of 
the Ilorar anticline, and tentatively proposes the following 
sequence of events:- 
Initial folding, causing partial folding of the Liorar 
dome. 
Rise in temperature under high pressure conditions to 
produce the l3iotite, Garnet zones of metamorphism. 
After an unknown time Interval lOc;liJe( folding took 
place with the recurrent develoi.t of us Morar 
anticline so as to attain its present forii. At the same 
time Isotherms were concentric with the dome, the Biotite 
isograd assumed isothermal, lying outside the 'core' 
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boundary. 	The core was thus in the Biotite zone, but 
retrogressive metamorphism was confined to the rooks of 
the "core". 
C. JCOPE OP JTUDY, AND OUTLINE CP 	ULTS 
The purpose of the present work has been to 
determine the structural history of the home rocks of 
the area by a detailed analysis of the large scale and 
small scale structural elements. In addition the pet-
rography of the metamorphic rooks has be described and 
by study of the relationship between movement and mineral 
growth an attempt 1'ta been made to determine the relation-
ship in time between metamorphism, migxnatieation, and 
fo1d1n. 	The area mapped lies in, or :ar to, the 
"envelope" rocks of the eastern limb of the Morar anticline 
and tentative correlations with the etruotu.e and 
atratigraphy established in Liorar by Richey and Lonnedy 
(1939), and Kennedy (1955) have been proposed. 
The study of the major and minor structures indicates 
that the area has suffered at least four periods of folding 
and the miflor and major folds associated with each fold 
movement ciffer in tityle and orientation. The folds of 
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the four fold periods have been described as $ 
 isoclinal folds. 
 tight asymmetric folds with a N.N.E.-.S.S.W. axial 
plane trend. 
 open asymmetric folds with a N.N.E.-S.5.W. axial 
plane trend. 
 open asymmetric folds having a N.W. - S.E. axial 
plane trend. 
Over most of the area the rooks have been strongly 
migmatised, and the politic rooks have been transformed 
into oligoolas. - biotite gneiseea and locally, granite 
gneiss. The migmatleation preceded and accompanied the 
second period of folding. During migmatisation the rocks 
were at eillimanite grade of metamorphism, but to the west 
of the area of migmatisation, the rocks were at garnet 
metamorphic grade. The petrographical evidence shows that 
the rocks have reorystallised several times during their 
movement history, the final reorystallisation taking place 
when movement had ceased. 
II. GENER(.L STRATIEAPHT AND PETROGRAPHY OF TH± 
ME'TA 7 101RIIHIC JtOCK3 
A. 	INTRODUCTION 
The metasedimentar'y rooks of the area are achists 
and gneieuea of Moms age, and consist of pamTittio, semi-s 
pe].itio, striped and banded and pelitio rooks with subordi-
nate oalo-eilioate ribs. Within the Moms rooks igneous 
intrusions of different ages occur, and numerous dykes and 
sills have been mapped. 
Throughout the area the Moms rooks have a vertical, 
or nearly vertical, 
show marked changes 
the rooks have been 
entary succession hi 
structures are rare 
western part of the 
disposition and as a result of folding 
in trend. As will be daouaaed later, 
tightly folded and the original aedim-. 
e not been established. Sedimentary 
and have only been found in the 
area. 
The area lies at the western boundary of the zone of 
regional injection mapped in Moidax't by the Geological 
Survey (J.i. Richey 1930). The results of the work 
carried out by the Geological Survey show that the injection 
complex extends from Sunart in the south, through Moidart 
and Morar, to Knoydart in the north (J.Pheiniater 1948). In 
tJoidart the western boundary of the zone of migmatisation 
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was oonaidered to have a general N.N.L 	.3.W. trend, 
extending from Lochailort in the north to Kinlochmoidart in 
the south. 
xoept in the western part of the area, all the rooks 
mapped show some effect of migmatisation, and to the east 
of the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh the Moine rooks are gneiaaee 
in appearance, and contain oross-.cutting and concordant peg-
matite sheets and lenses. 
B. 	D16TRIBUTIO.11 QP ROCK TYPE'S 
Psaiimitio, striped and banded, and politic rooks 
have been traced for several miles (map 1). These rooks are 
variable in width and sometimes the striped and banded and 
the politic rooks thin and disappear when traced along the 
strike. The atratigraphioal thicknesses of the rooks are 
not known, for the structural evidence indicates that owing 
to tight folding and flowage of the rooks the original 
stratigraphioal thicknesses have been repeated. 
1. The Peemmitlo Rocks. The pøemmitio rooks are the 
most common rook type and are found in all parts of the area. 
The psazrzmitio bands are commonly much thicker than the 
striped and banded and politic rooks and usually do not show 
rapid variation in thioknesa. The maximum development of 
psammitic rooks occurs to the west of Rois—Bheirm and An 
Stac, where a band of psammitio rook, at least li miles 
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wide, extends from the western elopes of Roin-Bheinn and 
An Stac to the western boundary of the area mapped. Theee 
peammitio rooks show no obvious affects of migmatisation 
and it is in these rooks that the only examples of current 
bedding have been found. The opposed direction of 
younging of these structures indicates that the rook has 
been ightly folded and the true atratigraphical thickness 
has been repeated. Thin cab-silicate bands are found 
in thene psammitlo rooks but they are uncommon. 
Psammito rooks form a broad band, approximately half a 
mile wide, that can be traced from the northern boundary 
of the area, west of Az'ienakill, southwards to the east-
ern slopes of Roia-Bheinn. 	(Map 1). Like the paanunitio 
rooks to the west, these rooks show no obvious affects of 
the regional injection, although on the north-eastern 
slopes of Roie-ieirin discordant pegmatite veins, 10-15' 
thick, are found. Gale-silicate bends occur in these 
peammitio rooks. 
East of the valley of Ailt a Bhuiridh the paaimaitio 
rooks become more gneissio in appearance and the banding 
of the quartzu-felepar and mioaoeoua layers beoo2ne dis-
tinct and more clearly defined. Quartz-felapar folia, 
usually aligned parallel to the foliation, are common, 
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and cross—cutting quartz.-felopar veins are also present. 
No sedimentary structures have been found in these 
psammitic rooks. 
As a result of folding the paainmitio rooks of Bruim 
Coizihnardaig, Druijn Fiac1oh and Biollaid Bheag trend in 
a general N.W. S.E. dire3tion, and in the latter place 
they show marked variations in thickness. To the south 
of Diol].aid Bheag aumiit, pamitio bands have been 
traced westwards into Coirs non Gall, where they thin 
rapidly and disappear at Creag Dhearg. All the paammitio 
rooks in this area have been found to contain thin cab—
silicate bands. 
With increase in mica content along the bedding 
planes, the psammitic rooks grade into striped and banded 
rocks, and in some parts of the area the junction between 
these peaimiitio and striped and banded rooks in gradational 
over distances of 10 20 yards. 
2. 	The Striped and Banded Rocks and the ?elitjo Rocks. 
The striped and banded and politic rooks are 
lees oommon than the psammitic rooks and usually show 
greater variation in thioknesa, 
The striped and banded rooks consist of thin bands 
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of psainniltic material (1-6" thick) that alternate with 
thin politic bands (1-3" thick). Theae striped and 
banded rocks occur in the central and eastern parts of 
the area, and they are well developed on 3guz'r na Ba 
G].aiee, to the north of i)iollaid Bheag, on L3gurr na Paite 
and to the south of Garbh Leaohd (Map 1). The striped 
and baiided rooks have gadational junctions, and by 
increase in the proportion of either the thin peammitio 
or politic bands they grade into psainmitic or politic 
rook. • The exact boundaries of the striped and banded 
rooks are therefore often difficult to map, and in some 
areas, particularly on $gurr ma Ba Glaise, the junctions 
of the striped and banded rooks are only arbitrary. 
Cab-silicate ribs are quite common in the striped and 
banded rooks. They are always found in the thin p.amitio 
bands and can be readily recognized by their distinctive 
weathered surface. 
Politic rook. occur throughout the area and can 
usually be traced as continuous bands which vary consider-
ably in thickness. All the politic rooks are ooarely 
banded gneiaaea, even in the west of the area, where the 
peainmitio rocks show little affect of the "regional 
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injection", the politic rooks have been strongly migmatised. 
The politic rooks show great variation in thickness and 
sometimes they thin and disappear when traced along the 
direction of strike e.g., the politic band east of 
Arieniekill thins and dies out when traced in a SeS e W e  
direction into the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh. 
A thick band of politic rook has been traced from 
the northern boundary of the area, east of Loohailort, 
in a S.S.W. direction to the southern slopes of Rota-
Bheinn (Map 1). This politic band varies considerably 
in thickness, on An Stac it is approximately one mile wide, 
while at Glenahian it in only 500 yth. wide. Thin 
persistent peammitic bands 2-4' thick occur in this politic 
rook. One such paamiitio band, approx. 70 yda, wide, 
has been traced from the southern elopes of Roia-'Bheinn 
northwards to the northern face of An Stac, where it thins 
and dies out. 	(Map 1). 
Politic horizons have been mapped on 3gurr na Ba 
Glaise and have been traced northwards through the valley 
of Alit a Bhuiridh to the southern slopes of Loch 1ilt. 
(Map 1). In the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh the rooks are 
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poorly exposed and the rook boundaries cannot be accurately 
mapped. 
A strongly inigmatised politic rock has been traced 
from Creag Dhearg in a ?.S.W. direction to Bruim Fiaolach, 
where it changes in trc.id to a N.E.-3.v. direction. 	On 
the Druim Pialoach ridge a psammitic band, some 150 yda. 
wide is present within the politic rook, which continues 
in a S.E. direction as two pelitic bands, each approximt.ly 
200 yda. wide. Three 	•2• trending politic bands have 
been mapped on Diollaid Bheag, and the structural evidence 
indicates that they are the some politic horizon that has 
been repeated by folding. By tracing the outcrop of 
these politic rocks the closures of the folds that cause 
the repeated sequence of rooks on ;io1laid )3heag can be 
indentified. In this wj the fold closures at aarbh 
Leachd and Druiin Pielaoh have been recognized. 
3. 	Cale-Silicate Rocks. The oalc-nilioate rooks are 
thin impersietent bands, 1-" thick, which occur in the 
pelitlo, striped and banded and psanimitic rocks, Except 
in the peammitic rooks immediately to the south of Loch 
Bilt, they have been found in all the rooks of the area. 
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The calo-silicate bands are not common and have a sporadic 
distribution. In the politic rooks they are usually 
present as elongated, lone-shaped bodies aligned parallel 
to the foliation, and they may be tightly folded. The 
oalc-silicate bands ir, the pelitic rooks are commonly found 
within thin, imper9intent psammitic bands. In the 
paammitio rooks the cab-silicate bands are more persistent 
and can usually be traced for several yards in the diretiori 
of strike. 
A 
-'r4 	Hornblende -Schist Bodies. 	The hornblende schist 
bodies occur as lens-shaped masses or angular blocks 
within the politic rocks (fig.2). Only two examples of 
hornblende schist bodies have been found in the striped and 
banded rocks and they have never bcen found in the 
peammitio rooks. They are present In the politic rooks 
in all parts of the z , rea but they are not common. They 
usually ocour as lone-shaped masses, approximately 1-4' 
wide which are elongated parallel to the foliation, and 
they are often highly folded. Angular, irregular blocks 
of variable size are also found. The hornblende sohist 
bodies always have sharp junctions with the surrounding 
politic rooks and their sohistosity remains parallel to 
the foliation. Only rarely are they seen to be traver- 
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Fig. 2 	Hornbende schist bodies in the pelitic gneisses 
A. 	tens and sill-like bodies. 
angular block which deflects fhQ foliation. 
C 	sill-like body with lorqe qornets of contact to pelitic qnei 
D 	refolded by third minor fold. 
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sad by thin quartz—felepar veins. 
C. 	TiTXGRttPHICAL SUCCESSION 
J.E. Richey and W.. Kennedy found that the 
Mome rooks of west Morar contain abundant, well preserved 
sedimentary structures which enable a atratigraphioal 
succession to be established. 	he suocecelon given by 
Richey and Kennedy divides the Uoine rooks of west Morar 
into three main lithologioal units. 	(see 	.12-"r). 
3. Upper Thammitio Group 
2. Striped and Politic Group 
1. Lower }saamitio Group 
In S. iJorar, Richey and Kennedy tracrd the succession east-
wards to the head of Loch nan Utnh (op.cit. 1939). 
The penitio rooks of the Ardnieh penninsular, which 
are continuous with those to the west of toia_TTheinn and 
An Stao, were correlated with the Upper Psamitio Group of 
Morar and in Moidart the Upper Deamitio Group could be 
traced from the head of Loch Ailort westwards for 41r miles 
to east of Glenuig. 	(J.i. Richey 1938). The pelitlo 
rooks of An Stao, immediately east of these peammitio rooks, 
were not correlated with the stratigraphioal succession in 
Morar. 
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In the area mapped sedimentary structures are not 
common and are only found in the psnmmi tic rooks west of 
Rois-Bheinn and An Stac that have been correlated with the 
Upper Paammitio Group of Liorar. Examples of current bedding 
have been found some 300 yda, west of the junction with the 
politic rooks of An Stac (Grid.Ref.752802). Theae sedim-
entary structures young towards the politic rooks and, unless 
the rooks between the junction,, ,, to the politic rocks and the 
outcrop containing the sedimentary structures haw been 
folded, indicate that the politic rooks are atratigraphically 
younger than the paamn1tio rooks and thus cannot be 
correlated with the Striped and Politic Group of the Morar 
succession. 
The evidence of the sedimentary structures indicate 
that the etratigraphioal succession of the Moine rocks in 
Morar and Moidart consists of four main litholoioal 
groups, the politic rooks of An Stac and Roia-Bheinn 
forming the youngest atratigraphical horizon of the success-
ion. The following etratigraphical succession for the 
western part of the area may therefore be suggested z- 
4. Roia-Bheinn Politic Group 
3. Upper Pisamitic Group 
2 	Striped and Politic Group 
1. 	Lowe' Paiunittc Group 
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The other examples of current bedding that have been 
found in the psammitio rooks west of An tao young in the 
opposite direction and indicate that the rooks have been 
tightly folded (Map 1). 
Sedimentary structures have not been found in the 
peamitic rooks east of An 3tao and their age relationship 
with the Rois- 1.1heinn Pelitio Group oaniot be established. 
Thin cab-silicate ribs however, have been found in these 
psaar1tic rooks, and Richey and Kennedy (1939) state that 
the presence of these ribs in indicative of the Upper 
Psammitic Group. This evidence may suggest that the 
p.smmltio rooks cast of An Stac are etratigraphioally 
older than the Roia-Bhelnn Politic Group and can be 
correlated with the psainmitlo rooks in the western part of 
the area. It is interesting to note that all the 
paanunitlo rock bands east of An Stac and Rois.-Bheinn 
contain oalo.silloate ribs. 
As will be discussed later, the structural evidence 
indicates that all the rocks of the area have been iso-
clinically folded, but the axial plane traces of the major 
isoclinal folds have not been 'ecognized. It Is probable 
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that as a result of the isoclinal folding, the sedimentary 
succession has been repeated, but because of the lack of 
good stratigraphical marker horizons, it has not been 
possible to determine the position of the major isoolina]. 
folds. The true sedimentary succession and original 
atratigraphioal thicknesses cannot be established. 
B. LIT C :JGY AND PETROGRAPHY OF THE HL. AMOkUIIIU ROCKS 
Al]. the Moine rooks have a banded appearance, due 
to the alternation of quartz-felepar and mioaoeoua layers. 
The banded aspect of the rooks has been emphasized by 
migmatisation, for all the p.litio rooks are coarsely 
banded gneisaes, and in areas that have suffered strong 
migmatisation the compositional banding of the psaznmitio 
rocks has become coarser and more clearly defined. 
1. 	The Paauuai -tio Rooks. The pamnmitio rooks are maaüive, 
sometimes flaggy, well banded medium-fine grained quartzo-
fslspathio rooks containing variable, but minor, amounts 
of mica. The banded appearance of the rooks is the 
result of variation in the amount of biotite in adjacent 
layers. On a fresh surface these panmniitio rooks have a 
pals brown, grey, or blue colour, and the colour of the 
rook is an indication of the amount of biot its present. 
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Biotite is only a aubordinate constituent in the pale brown 
rocks but is more common in the grey or blue coloured rooks, 
when, occasional micaceous partings are found. Where the 
peammitio rooks have undergone strong iaigmatieation th.y 
are more coarsely banded and gneissic in appearance, and 
the junctions between the quartz-felspar and mioaoeoue 
layers become more distinct. Quartz.-iclspar ralia and 
lenses, aligned parallel to the foliation, are common (fig-3). 
In the hand specimen quarts, felapar, biotit., 
muscovite can usually be readily recognized, and occasional 
pal, pink macroscopic gamete are present. 
In thin sections the peammitlo rooks are seen to 
consist of a grano1lastio aggregate of quartz and felepar, 
with subordinate mica and accessory epitote, garnet, 
sphene, apatite, zircon and iron ore. The quarts and 
felepars are approximately of equal aize with rounded, 
smooth and distinct margin.. The micas are dimensionally 
orientated and tend to 	aonoentraied into thin frpereia- 
tent layers. 	(platoVi 
). 
artz is present as xenoblaatio equidimensional crystals 
0.5 1.0 m.m. in diameter. 	3ometim.0 the quartz exhibits a 
' 	4' A. 
A. 	Quartz - f.kpor folio in the psommitic rocks of 
Druim Comhnordoiq 
B 	Quartz-f.lspor folio, with biotite selvedges, in the p.lihc 
rocks south of Gl.nshion. 
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rough dimensional orientation, the crystals being elon ed 
parallel to the foliation. Undulose extinction is uncommon 
and generally evidence of strain in the quartz crystals is 
absent. 
Plagigolase occurs as xenoblaL tic equidimensional crystals 
0.5 1.2 m.m in size. It is equally abundant with 
quartz. Twinning on the albite law ibi common :nd 
determination of the symmetrical extinction angle indicates 
a basic oligoloase - acid andesine composition 	
27 - An 32)* 
The twin lamellae are narrow and sometimes disappear by the 
narrowing of one set of 1w1iae. The plagioclase is 
altered to secondary white mica and sometimes the degree of 
alteration is intese and the felspar crystals are cloudy 
in appearance, but in other sections a1oration is restricted 
to the crystal ejee and along the cleavage directions. 
Orthoclase is the only potash felspar present, occuririg 
as rounded equidimensional orjetals 0.5 - 1.3 a.m. in 
size. Alteration of the orthoclase is much lees intense 
than that of the plagioclase and often the orthoclase is 
clear and unaltered. The alteration product is seriolte. 
Myrineklte has been found in the peaamitio rooks of Sgurr -U 
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Ba Glalne, Druim Piaolaoh and Diol].aid Bheag. It occurs 
as lobes and irregular shaped areas based on the plagio.. 
olase, with which it is in optical continuity, and projects 
into the potash felspar. The quartz tubules are usually 
arranged normal to the myrmekite potash felspar boundary 
and are optically continuous. 
Biotite is present in all thin sections and shows a strong 
dimensional orientation. The amount of biotite present is 
very variable, in some sections it is rare and present as 
small tubular crystals up to 0.3 m.m. in size, while in 
other sections it is common and occurs in thin "persistent 
layers. Biotitea are generally of small size, from 0.1 
0.5 m.m in length, with straight crystal boundaries, and 
bent crystals have 	oeen seen. The biotitea are 
strongly pleoohroic in a dark chocolate brown colour, 
(X pale yellow brown, Y.Z. - dark chocolate h'vcn), but 
in the pumn4 tic rooks frou Creag Dhearg, Druim Piaolach and 
urr na r.a Glaise the biotite is pleoubrolo in a 'foxy' 
reddish—brown colour (x - pale yellow brown, Y.Z red-
dish brown), "Foxy" brown biotites are present in the 
thin sections which also contain myrmekite. Zircon in-. 
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solusione are common, with well developed pleoohroio haloes. 
Biotite nearly always shows alteration to pale green chlorite, 
which is usually developed along the cleavage traces or at 
the crystal edges of the biotitea. In some sections the 
chioritisation has been complete, 	3phene is often closely 
associated with the chlorite, occurring an hypidioblastic 
crystal. 0.1 0.2 m.mo in eie. 
Muscovite is less common than biotite, with which it is 
closely associated to form mica-rich layers. Muscovite 
is often present along the cleavage troes of the biotites. 
Muscovite varies from 0.1 - 095 mom. in size but in the 
peammitio rooks west of Oreag Dhearg, on Bruim Comhnardaig, 
Diollaid Bheag and Sgurr na Paite large porphyroblas tic 
muscovite., 5.0 mmo in diameter, are found. These porphyro-
:blasts have a random orientation and are found aligned at any 
angle to the foliation (plate X ). 
Accessory minerals of the peammitio rocks are epidot., 
occasionally with orthite cores, sphen., apatit., pink garnet, 
zircon and iron ore. Garnets are uncommon, but in thin 
section they are spongy, hypidioblastio crystals up to 3.0 
m.a* in size. 
In thin section the coarsely crystalline quartzfelspar 
lens.n that are common in the strongly migmatised rocks are 
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seen to consist of quartz and plagioclase te]epar. The 
quartz only occasionally shows alight undulose extinction 
and exhibits an intricate, sutured boundary with the felspar. 
Quartz 'blebs' are present in the felapar. The f.lapar has 
been identified as basic oligoolase (An 25-28) by detera1na 
tion of the symmetrical extinction angle of the albite twin 
lamella.. The plagioclase crystals may show intense 
eerioitisation, but the degree of alteration varies, and the 
•.rioitieatlon may be restricted to the crystal edges. 
2. The 5triLqd. and Banded and the Pelitlo Rooks 
The striped and banded rooks are made up of alternating 
bands of thin psammitio and politic material. The psammitio 
bands tend to be thicker (16" thick) than the politic layers 
(1-3" thick) which weather away to form depressions between 
the peanunitio bands and give the rooks a ribbed appearance. 
The striped and banded rooks have junctions that are 
gradational with the peaminitic and politic rocks over die-
stances of 10'-20 yards. The petroraphy of the striped 
and banded rocks is similar to that given for the psammitio 
and politic rooks. The thin pa'i.minitio bands are 
aineralogioally similar to the pesumiitlo rooks, as are the 
thin politic bands to the politic rooks. 
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Throughout tho area the politic rooks are coarsely 
banded gnelssee, and In the field and thin section the 
politic gnsissee have been divided into two types * 
Oligoclase - Biotite Gneiss 
Granite Gneiss, 
a) Oljgoolase Biotite Gneiss, is the most common type 
of injection gneiss in the area and is a coarsely banded 
rook in which the uarts.felspar material is concentrated 
into folia that alternate with highly mioaoeoue layer.. 
(plateX\ ). The quarts-f.lspar tolia, which are often 
coarsely crystalline, vary in thickness and locally show 
swellings and constrictions to form lens-shaped structures, 
elongated parallel to the foliation (plate V ). These 
lens-shaped structures often show mba-rich selvedges (fIg.3 
Quartesifelepar veins and lenses, often coarsely crystalline, 
may occur within the oligoolaae-bIotit.-gneiss and are 
nearly always elongated parallel to the foliation. 
There is great local variation (i.e. on the scale of a 
single outcrop) in the amount of quarts-felspar uiatenial in 
the oligoclaae-biotit...gnels.. The quarts-.felspar folia 
may be sufficiently abundant to form the bulk of the rook and 
the micaceous layers become thin and subordinate, or the 
quanta-f elepar folia may be widely separated and the mioaceoue 
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layers predominate. No regional variation in the degree of 
atigmatleation can be detected in the area. 
The gneissio banding of the oligoclaee biotite 
gneiss is often highly folded (plate V ) t and in many parts 
of the area, particularly on Druim Fiaolach, An Stac and 
Rois Bh.inn, the micas have been folded into small-scale folds 
to form a mica crinkle. (fig. 4. ). 
In the band specimen the o1ioolaae-biotite-gneis. is a 
hard rook, not easily splitting, in which quartz, f.].apar, 
biotite, muscovite and pink gamete can be readily identified. 
Idioblastic black tourmaline crystals are also very common, 
the tourmaline generally lying in the foliation plane, but 
having no dimensional orientation. Tourmaline crystals that 
lie oblique to the foliation have also been seen. Billi-
imanite is locally abundant, and has been found on An Stac, 
Cr.ag Dhoa.rg and Garbb Leaohd and in very abundant in the 
politic rooks of 3gurr na Ba Glaiso. On the weathered 
surface of the politic rooks the ei]lim'nito stands out as 
separated 9aiote", approximately " long, although larger 
examples up to 2" in length have been seen. 
In thin section the oligoolaee - biotite - gneiss is 
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FIG. 4. 	Profiles of Mica Crinklinq 
	
A. 	second mica crinkle 
B, D. 	third mica crinkle 
C. 	fourth mica crinkle 
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muscovite and garnet, with accessory aphene, apatite and 
iron ore (Plate VII), 
Quarts is always present as equidimensional xanoblaatio 
orysta].s up to 1.0 m om. in diam. The crystals have smooth 
distinct margins and exhibit rounded, lobed junctions with 
the felspar.. The quarts sometimes shows undulose SX-
:tinction, but in many sections the quarts in clear and un-
* strained. 
laioclase is the only fslepar present and occurs as 
equidimenalonal crystals up to 1.5 M.M. in size. Twinning 
on the albito law is common, the twin lamellae generally 
being narrow, and determination of the extinction angle 
indicates a basic oligoclase composition 
Quartz 'blebbing' is common in the plagioclase crystals. In 
all sections the plagioclase shows alteration to aericits, 
the alteration may be confined to the crystal edges and along 
the cleavage traces, but occasionally the serialtisation in 
intense and the plagioclase crystals have a cloudy appearance. 
Biotite in very corimon and occurs as tabular crystals up to 
1.5 mom. in length. The crystals are dimensionally 
orientated and are concentrated into discrete layers. The 
biotites have straight margins, and bent crystals have not 
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been seen. They are strongly pleoohroio in a 'foxy' 
reddish-brown colour. (x pale straw yellow, X,Z - 
reddish brown). The biotitee are commonly altered to 
pale green chlorite, which in developed on the crystal 
edges or along the cleavage traces. Idioblastic apatite 
and irregular shaped masses of iron ore are present as 
inclusions, zircon is also present, with well developed 
pisoohoria haloes. 
The biotite crystals are often orientated into email 
scale folds - " wide. The biotitea are not bent, 
and the email folds are formed by crystals which have 
straight crystal edges but different orientations. 
Muscovite in lees common than biotite, with which it is 
associated to form mica—rich bands. The musoovites have a 
maximum length of approximately 1.5 m.m, but a wide 
variation in crystal size within a single section is common. 
The muscovite crystals are often intergrown with the 
biotitea and may be developed along the cleavage traces of 
the biotite crystals. Wori..like inclusion of iron ore are 
common in the muacovitee, aligned parallel to the cleavage 
traces. 
Garnet in present in most sections as hypidioblastio 
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equidèmensional crystals from 1.0 2.0 m.m. in diam. 
Most gamete contain inclusions of quartz, felspar, biotite 
and in some sections the crystals are spongy in appearance 
and have corroded, embayed margins. The foliation, as 
defined by the mica-rich layers, is deflected round the 
gamete, but the miocj have not been bent (plateVil )• 
Sillimanite is locally a common constituent of the 
oligoclase blotit. - gneiss, (plate VII ). 	Sillimanite 
may occur as email patches of needle-like crystals present as 
inclusions in the felapars and muscovitee, or it may be 
present as a felted mass of crystals which wrap round the 
quarts and felepar. The aillimanite - muscovite knots 
oommon in the oligoolase - biotite - gneiaees of Roie-Bheinn 
and Sgurr na Ba alaise, consist of muscovite crystals, up to 
1.0 m.m. in size, showing no dimensional orientation. 
Within these crystals thick felt-like masses of sillimanite 
occur (plate Xi ). 	Occasional rounded gamete, up to 1.5 m.m, 
in size, are present and are sometimes surrounded by a 
felted mass of ai1l1mnite approximately 0.5 m.m. thick. 
Sillimanite "buahela" often penetrate into the 6zimets. 
Tourmaline is quite common in the o1i1oc1aae-biot1te-gneiss 
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but has rarely been seen in thin section. In the hand 
specimen the tourmaline is black in colour and varies from 
- 1" in length. Larger tourmaline crystals are often 
present in the quartz-felepar lenses found in the gneiesee 
where they may be 1" wide and over 2" long. 
Staurolite has only been found in one section, from the 
oligoclaae-biotite-gxieise of Roie-Bheinn. It occurs as 
hyp—idioblastic crystals o.3—o.5 m.m. in size and is inclu-
ded in an aggregate of muscovite crystal.. 
raphite has been found only in two exposures of 
o].igoclas.-biotite--neiea. A pod of graphite 9" long and 
with a 'aximum width of 3 4" is present in the politic 
gneiss on the north face of An Stac. The junction of the 
graphite pod, which in elongated parallel to the foliation 
of the rook, is sharp, and the graphite in rimmed by a thin 
layer of brown coloured quartz. Graphite has also been 
identified in the oligoclase-biotite-gneiaa on the south 
facing slope of Sgurr na Ba Glaiee, where it occurs as thin, 
separated lenses about 1" long and less than i-" wide. 
The quartz-felspar seats and lenses present in the 
oligoclase-biotite--gneias are petrographically similar to 
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the quartz-felapar folia of the gneiss. They consist of 
coarsely crystalline quartz and felspar which vary from 
1.0 - 3.0 mm. in size. The quartz crystals exhibit 
smooth, rounded boundaries with the felepara. The felapar 
crystals are basic oligoolase in composition "27  An30) 
and are often strongly altered to sericite. Quartz 
'blebe' are common in the felepar crystals. 
b) The Granite_Gneisr is only of local ocourence, it 
is found within the oiL oolaae-biotite-gneiaa on (3reag 
Dhearg, on the north face of Druim Piaolaoh, and on Garbh 
Leaohd. 	(Map 1). The granite gneiss is always present 
within ie oligoclase-blotite-gneiss and the junction 
between the two 6meisses in gradational over 6..10 1 , the 
rce 	asaing gradually into each other both along and 
across the strike, Patches of oligoolaae.-biotite-.gneiss, 
which vary in shape and size, are found within the granite 
gneis. 
A belt of granite gneise, some 100 yda. wide, has been 
traced from Creag Dhearg to the northern slopes of Druini 
Placlach. 	(Map 1). Irregularly shaped patches of granite 
gneiss also occur in the oligoolase.-biotite...gnelae of Uarbh 
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Leachd, and the structural evidence indicates that these 
granite gneiss patches are found within the same oligoo].aae-
biotite-gneius as the granite gneiss of Druim Fiaclach and 
Creag Dhearg. 
The granite gneiss is a coarsely crystalline, well 
banded gnoieo in which the quartz-felspar material forms 
the bulk of the rook. The quartz-felspar layers usually 
maintain a more constant thickness than the quartz-felspar 
folia of the oligoclaee-biotite-gneies (plateX), and 
individual layers can be traced through distances of 
several feet (i.e, within a single outcrop). The inter-
vening micaceous layers are thin, but persistent, and all 
the granite gneiss mapped shows a yell developed foliation, 
parallel to the foliation of the adjacent oligoclase-blotite-
gneise. 
The quartz felapar layers may pass into quartz-felspar 
lenses or pods, which may be up to 6" in length and about 
3" wide, and elongated parallel to the foliation. In 
thin section the granite gneiss is made up of abundant 
quartz and felspar, with biotite, muscovite, garnet and 
accessory minerals apatite, ephene and iron ore. (plate VU 
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uartz ranges in size from 0.2 1.0 m.m,, and occurs as 
equ±dimenaional crystals that have rounded, smooth 
boundaries. That quartz crystals may exhibit undulose 
extinction. Sometimes the quartz Is concentrated into 
lone-shaped areas, made up of several crystals, which 
are elongated parallel to the foliation. Quartz blobs are 
common in the felspar crystals. 
Plagioclase is present as equldimensional crystals up to 
2.0 m.m. in size. Albite twinning is common and deter-. 
mination of the extinction angle indicates a basic oligoolase 
composition 	 In some sections the plagioclase 
shows only slight sericitleation, the alteration being 
confined to the crystal edges, but in other sections the 
sericitisatlon is intense. Clear rims to the plagioclase 
crystals, less than 0.1 m.ui. thick are sometimes present. 
It is not possible to determine the composition of the 
felepar of the clear rim., accurately but it has R.I.9 that 
are lower than the main crystal. 
Potash fe].epar is common and occurs as rounded, equl-
dimensional crystals which vary from 0.5 - 1.5 n.m. in 
size. Miorooline is common, in which the miorocline 
"grating" may be well developed. Untwinned potash 
felspar is also present and may occur with the aicrooline. 
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The potash felepars show only alight alteration to 
secondary mica. 
Pex'thjts is common, and is usually vein perthite. 
Antiperthjte is common, the oligoolase crystals 
containing small irregular areas of unaltered potash 
felepar that are optically continuous. 
Myrmekite is common, as lobe shaped areas situated on 
the plagioolaae with which it is in optical continuity. 
The myrmekite protrudes into the potash felepar and the 
quartz tubules of the myrmekite are arranged perpendicular 
to the nsyrmekite - potash felepar boundary. 
Biotite is present in mica-rich layers and is dimension... 
sally orientated. The crystals range in size from 0.3 
0.6 m om, It is strongly pleoobrojo in a green-.brown 
colour (x - pale brown, Y. Z - greenish chocolate brown). 
Zircon is present as inclusions, with well developed 
pleoohroio haloes, and inclusions of email idioblastio 
crystals of apatits are found, The biotite crystals 
show slight alteration to pale green chlorite, which is 
developed along the cleavage traces or crystal boundaries 
of the biotit.s, 
Muscovite  is rare in the granite gneiss. It is 
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associated with the biotites, and crystals up to 1.0 
m.m, in size are found. 
Garnet is uncommon and occurs as email, irregularly 
shaped crystals up to 0.5 m.m. in size. The gamete 
are spongy in appearance, and contain abundant inclusions 
of quartz and felepar. 
The accessory minerals are not abundant. Apatit• 
is present as idioblastic crystals 0.1 - 0.2 m.m, in size 
which usually occur as inclusions in the biotite crystals. 
Irregular masses 01 iron ore, approximately 0.1 m.m. in 
size are found in the biotite rich layers, 3phene is 
occasionally present. 
Numerous pegmatite veins occur throughout most of the 
area and are mirieraiogioally similar to the granite gneise. 
The pegmatite veins may be either concordant or discordant 
in habit with well defined, sharp margins. Pegmatite 
veins are found throughout the area, and they tend to be 
more common in the peammitic rooks. The largest develop-
ment of p.gmatite is found on Sgurr na Paite, where a thick 
mass of pegmatite, some 300' wide, trends in a general N.E. - 
8.W e direction, parallel to the trend of the foliation in 
that area. Usually the pegmatite veins are approximately 
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3 10' wide and they thin and disappear when traced 
along their length. Pegmatitee are particularly 
common on Diollaid Bheag, to the north of Creag Dhearg, 
and on the north eastern slopes of Roie-Bhejnn. 
The pegmatitee consist of large potash felepar and 
plagioc].aee crystals 4 - 3" in size, anhedral quartz, 
biotite, and muscovite crystals j - 2" in diameter, 
Muscovite crystals up to 6" in length have been found. 
Ocoaeion.al pink gamete are present. 
The potash felepar is commonly orthoclase and the 
plagioclase is oligooiaae in composition (An - An ). 
25 	28 
All the felepare show aericitisatlon, which may be 
intense, and secondary micas up to 0.1 m.m, in length 
are present. 
The micas of the pegmatites are not dimensionally 
oriented, and muscovite tends to be more common than 
biotite, 
3. The Cab-Silicate Rooks 
The thin oabc-.eilicate bands are uncommon, but 
they occur in the pwinm1tic, striped and banded and 
politic rooks throughout nearly the whole of the area 
(of. Richey and Kennedy, 1939). In the politic rooks 
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they are easily recognizable as thin irnperaietent 
bands with sharp, distinct junctions. In the paammitio 
rooks the cab-silicate bands have a distinctive 
weathered surface, having prominent margins and lees 
resistant weatheredaway interiors. 
On a fresh surface the cab-silicate bands are pale 
coloured medium to fine-grained rooks containing numerous 
small pink gamete and with a streaky appearance due to 
the parallelism of the dark minerals. The mineralogical 
composition of the cab-silicate bands is variable, in 
thin section they are seen to consist of quarts, felapar 
and garnet, with variable amounts of zoisite, hornblende 
and olinopyrox,n.. The common accessory minerals are 
apatite, iron ore and occasional biotite and muscovite 
(plate. IX ,X), 
The quartz and Ze].epar crystals form a granoblastlo 
texture with smooth rounded margins, in which the dark 
minerals and zoisite and garnet have a ubiquitous d.iatri- 
bution. 
Quarts is usually the most abundant constituent and 
occurs as xenoblastio equidimension.a3. crystals 0.1 - 
1.2 m.m. in size. Quarts-rich bands, elongated parallel 
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to the foliation, are sometimes present. The quartz 
may exhibit undulose extinction. Quartz "blobs" occur 
within the felspar crystals. 
Plagioclase is the only felapar present in the cab-
:eilioatea, and occurs as rounded oryata].e 0.3 - 0.9 m.rn, 
in size. Twinning on the albite law is common. The 
composition of the plagioclase varies, in most sections 
it is basic labradorite (An 
63 	70 
- An ), but the cab- 
silicate bands on the southern shore of Loch Ailort, in 
the N.W. part of the area mapped, contain plagioolaes of 
acid andeelne composition (An 	). In all sections 
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the plagioolaee shows aericitisation, the degree of 
alteration often being intense, and secondary micas 
UP to 0.1 mom. in length have been formed. 
Zoisite 	18 common in many sections, occurring as equt- 
:dimenaional crystals up to 0.5 mm*  in size. In all 
sections the zoisite shows ansina].ous deep blue inter-. 
:fsrenoe colours. Zoisite often shows an intricate 
relationship with the plagioola.e, and thin veinbets 
of zoisite are seen to penetrate the felapar crystals 
(plate X ). In extreme oases the plagioclase crystals 
become fragmental, surrounded and penetrated by zoieite. 
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The boundaries between the zoisite and plagioclase 
always remain sharp and distinct. 
Hornblende is present in most sections, occurring as 
irregularly shaped crystals 0.2 - 0.6 m.m. in size. 
The crystals are strongly pleochroio in green (I - 
very pale green, T - pals yellow green, Z olive green). 
Quartz, zoisite commonly occur as inclusions in the 
hornblende. The hornblende crystals show alteration 
topals green chlorite, the alteration is sometimes intense 
and only small irregularly shaped shreds of hornblende 
remain, surrounded by a rim of chlorite. 
Garnet is present in all sections as spongy crystals 
up to 40 a.m. in size. The inclusions may become so 
numerous that the garnet is reduced to isolated fragments 
and the original crystal shape is lost. 
C]izlopyrozefle 	(2v - 57 60° ; - -A Z = 480) is present 
in some sections as colourless crystals 0.1 - 0.3 m.m, 
in size. The pyroxene is often closely associated with 
the horblende and may be present within, or at the 
edges of, hornblende crystals. In many sections the 
olinopy- ox.ne shows alteration to a fibrous actinolitic 
hurnbleaide which is faintly pleochroio in a green colour 
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(X pale green, Y. Z dark green). 
Biotite is rare, and it only occurs in the cab-silicate 
bands that contain acid plagioclass and zoisite. The 
biotite crystals vary in length from 0.1 - 0.5 m.mo and 
are strongly pleochrolc in a greenish brown colour (x - 
pale yellow brown, Y. Z - greenish-brown). The biotiti 
crystals show alteration to pale green chlorite, and some- 
:times complete chborieation of the biotite has taken place. 
The accessory minerals include ubiquitous idioblastic 
ephen., apatite, and small irregularly shaped masses of 
iron ore. 
Metamorphic Zones based on the Mineral assemblages 
in the cab-silicate rooks 
W. Q. Kennedy (1949) divided the Moine rocks of 
West Inverness-shire and Argyllshire into zones of progress-
zive regional metamorphism, each zone being characterised 
bdietinotive mineral assemblages within the calo-.silicate 
rocks (see pp2r27). Kennedy showed that the cab-
silicates could be placed into four sub-groups that 
contained the following mineral assemblages s 
garnet - zoisit. - acid plagioclase - biotite 
garnet - zoisite - acid plagioclase - hornblende 
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III, garnet anorthite (bytownit.) - hornblende 
IV. garnet - anorthite (bytownite) pyrozene. 
Using these mineral assemblages Kennedy recognized four 
metamorphic zones in W. Inyerneaa..sh_jre and Argyllshire 
and he established a metamorphic correlation between the 
calo-silicate rooks and the politic rooks :- 
Zones based on Zolaite 	Zoieite Anorthite Anorthite Ca].c-siljcate Biotite Zone Hornblende Pyroxene Rooks Zone Zone Zone 
Equivalent 
Zones in 
normal Kyanite Sillimanit Politic Sohiete Garnet Zone Zone Zone 
In the area mapped only three of Kennedy's sub-groups 
have been - recognised. 
ae garnet.-zoieite.aoj plagioolaae.-hornbleride Sub-Group 
b. garnet-anorthiteR
ytownite ~-pyroxene
ytownite_hozsnigende 	Sub-Orwp I o. garnet-anorthjte 	 Sub-Group: 
Acid plagioclase (n 
33 
) occurs only in the calo-
:eilioate bands found in the pasinmitic rooks west of An 
Stac, where it occurs with garnet, biotite, zoisite and 
hornblende (Plate IX ). The hornblende is closely aseoci-
zated with the biotite oryatals. This mineral assemblage 
suggests that these rooks lie within the Zoisite metamorphic 
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zone of the oalo-silioate rooks. 
Elsewhere in the area the plagioclase in the cab-
:ailioate bands I. labradorite - bytownite in composition 
(An 70 ). The transition from acid plagioclase to basic 
plagioclase appears to take place abruptly, for the cab-
:siliate bands of An Stac and Rois-Bheinn contain basic 
labradorite. This evidence supports the observation made 
by Kennedy that there is no gradual and progressive 
increase in the anorthite content of the felepara but 
rather there is an abrupt change from acid to basic 
plagioclase (Kennedy 1949 P. 48). 
Zoisite is common in the cab-silicate rooks that 
contain basic plagioolaee, and is found in the cab-
:ailioate rocks in which hornblende or pyroxene may be 
abundant. This evidence suggests that zoisite persists 
to a higher grade of metamorphism than Kennedy indicated. 
(fig. 6 ). 
All the cab-silicate rocks examined contain horn. 
:blonde, and throughout most of the area the cab-silicate 
rooks have a garnet - hornblende - basic plagioclase - 
soisite mineral assemblage, 	i4th the exception of 
zoisite these oa].o-silicates have the mineral assemblage 
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of Kennedy's Sub-Group III (the anorthite hornblende 
zone). 
Clinopyroxene is present in the cab-silicate rooks 
of Sgurr na Ba Glaise, Druix Piaclach, Diol].aid Bheag 
and Garbh Leachd. Locally it 1. abundant (e.g. Sgurz' 
na Ba Glaiee) and may show alteration to an aotinolitio 
hornblende. The minerals that occur with the olino- 
:pyroxene are basic plagioclase (labradorite An ), 
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hornblende, which may be abundant, garnet and zoisite. 
The garnet - lime plagioclase olinopyroxene mineral 
assemblage is identical to that of Kennedy's sub-group IV 
(the anorthit 	pyroxene zone). 
The mineral assemblages of the cab-silicate rooks 
suggest an increase in grade of metamorphism in a general 
W. - E. direction. The mineralogical composition of the 
cab-silicate bands present in the unmiSniatised psammitic 
rook* west of An Stao and Roie-Bheinn suggest that they 
belong to the Zoisite metamorphic zone, while the cab-
:silicates that occur within the zone of migmatisation fall 
into either the anorthito - hornbbende or anorthite - 
pyroxene zones of metamorphism (fig. 5). The western 
limit of the anorthite - hornblende metamporphio zone 
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FIG. 	5. METAMORPHIC 	ZONES BASED ON 	THE 
MINERAL 	ASSEMBLAGES 	OF THE 	CALC-SILICATE 	ROCKS 
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appears to conform approximately with the western limit 
of rnigmatieation. The presence of a garnet - anorthite 
(bytownite) pyroxene mineral assemblage in the cab-
:silicate rooks of 3gurr na Ba Glaise indicates that the 
western limit of the anorthite - pyroxene metamorphic zone, 
in that area at least, lies but a short distance to the 
east of the western boundary of migmatisation. In Moidart 
the anorthite-pyroxens zone of metamorphism appears to 
extend further west than suggested by Kennedy (Pig. 6). 
The evidence indicates that at the western bounday of 
migmatisation there is a rapid increase in metamorphic 
grade from the zoisite zone to the anorthite.-pyroxene 
zone. 
In the politic rooks of the area, sillimanite is of 
widespread occurrence, it being found in all the oligoolase-
;biotite-gneiea horizons (fig, 7). It 1s suggested that 
the sillimanits isograd is parallel to the western boundary 
of the migiaatiaation. 8illimanite has a much wider 
distribution than the anorthit.-pyroxene metamorphic zone of 
the cab-silicate rocks, and there does not appear to be 
a strict correlation between the sillimsnite metamorphio 
zone of the politic rocks and the anorthite'pyroxens 
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metamorphic zone of the caic-silicate, bands (of. figs. 
5. 7). 
From the evidence presented above, it is concluded 
that the metamorphic zones bated on the mineral assemblages 
of the oslo-silicate rooks indicate that within the area 
Of migmatiestion the metamorphic grade never falls below 
the anorthite-hornblende zone, regarded by Kennedy as 
equivalent to the Kyanite zone of the pelitio rocks. 
The anorthite-pyroxene zone, equivalent to the sillimanite 
zone of the politic rooks, covers a much wider area of 
Moidart than Kennedy suggested, and extends almost to 
the western boundary of migmatisation. 
In most of the cab-silicate rocks examined, there 
is evidence of retrograde metamorphism, in that the 
hornbbendee, and sometimes the gamete, show alteration 
to pale green chlorite, and the cliriopyroxene is altering 
to an aotinolitic hornblende. As will be described 
later, the oslo-silicate rooks have undergone reoryotall-
zisatlon after the formation of the mineral assemblages 
described above, and during this later period of re-
:oryetallisation some retrogressive activity may have 
taken place. The age relationship between the development 
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FIG 7. 	THE LOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SILLIMANITE 
AND THE GRANITE GNEISS 
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of the mineral assemblages of the cab-silicate rooks 
and the periods of folding is discussed in beotion IV. 
4, HORNBLMB SCHIST MA8J3 
Hornblende .chiats, which usually occur as 
small lenses lying to and often folded with, the foliation 
and as irregularly shaped masses (some 2' - 3' in diameter) 
are common in the pelitic rocks, and have a wide distribu-
:tion. The largest hornblende aehist body found is some 
10' wide and 15' in length, but the hornblende sohiet 
usually occurs in smaller masses which vary in shape. 
(fig. 2). 
Hornblende schist blocks are common both in the 
oligoolaee-biotite-gneiae and granite gneiss and have 
sharp, distinct junctions. Only rarely have thin diecor-
idant quarts-oligoclase felepar veins been seen to out 
across the hornblende sohieta. 
In the hand specimen the hornblende sohiat is a 
black coloured rook in which the dimensionally oriented 
hornblende crystals are readily recognizable. Many of 
the hornblende sohiat bodies are highly garnetilerous, 
the garnet occurring as large, rounded pink crystals up 
to " in diameter. In some hornblende schiata garnet 
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is absent, 	ithin the hornblende schist bodies the 
garnets may vary in size, a good example of this is 
found in a hornblende schist lens present in the politic 
rooks east of Glenehian, where at the junction of the 
hornblende schist with the oligoolaae-biotjte...gneiss 
the garnet. are j - 1" in diem., but towards the centre 
of the body the size of the gamete decreases until they 
are about the size of a pin-head. (fig. 2). 
In thin section the hornblende sohiata are medium 
to coarsely crystalline rooks that consist of abundant 
common hornb].ends, with poikiloblastlo felapar, quartz 
and aocessory minerals sphene, apatite s garnet, iron or* 
and biotite, (plateVt( ). 
Hornblende is present as 1ypidioblaetio crystals which 
vary in length from 0.8 - 1.7 mm, The crystals are 
dimensionally oriented and are strongly pleoohroio in 
green (x - yellow green Y. Z dark green). The horn-
blondes contain numerous inclusions of quartz, aphene 
and iron ore. They exhibit smooth margins with the 
quartz and felspar, and bent or broken crystals have not 
been seen. 
Plagioclase occurs as large 1 poikiloblastic crystals, 
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containing inclusions of hornblende and quartz. The 
felapar crystals may be up to 2.0 n.m. in size. Twinning 
on the albite law is seen and determination of the 
symmetrical extinction angle of the twin lamellas indicates 
a basic Labradorit. composition (An 	An ). Quartz 
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is common in the plagioclase crystals and in many oases 
1s almost myrmekite-like in appearance. All the 
plagioolaaee show strong aericitisation and secondary 
micas up to 0.1 n.m. in length are present. 
Quartz is common and occurs as equidimeneional crystals 
UP to 1.5 n.m, in size, although a great variation in 
crystal eue is seen within the same section. Quartz 
occurs as interstitial material between the hornblende 
crystals and is also present in lens-shaped areas, made 
up of several crystal., which are elongated parallel to 
the schistosity. Undulose extinction in exhibited by 
the larger quartz crystals. 
Garnet is present as irregularly shaped crystals 
containing numerous inclusions of quartz, ephene, iron 
ore, and occasional felapare. The gamete have rounded, 
embayed margins and are occasionally separated into 
isolated fragment.. 
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Biotite is not common and it is absent in some sections. 
The crystals may be up to 0.5 m.me in length and are 
strongly pleochroio in a 'foxy', reddish-brown colour. 
(x - straw yellow, Y, Z - reddish-brown). 
3phens is the most common accessory mineral, occurring 
as ubiquitous idioblaatio crystals which are less than 
0.1 m.m. in size. Sphene commonly occurs as inclusions 
within the hornblend.a and garnet.. Idiobla.tio apatite 
crystals are uncommon, while iron ore occurs as irregularly 
shaped masses, often present as inclusions within the 
hornblende and garnet crystal.. 
The hornblende schist bodies are thought to be derived 
from basic igneous rocks that were intruded as sills and 
dykes before the regional metamorphism and injection took 
place. During the subsequent metamorphism and folding 
these igneous eheate of igneous rook were disrupted and 
broken into isolated blocks and lenses and folded with the 
adjacent country rooks. In thin section no relic igneous 
features have been seen in the hornblende sohiate. J.E. 
Riohey (quoted in . • P. Harry 1953), states that these 
Npre...granitieation basic intrusions" do not occur in the 
unmigznatised rocks to the west of the zone of regional 
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injection." (W.T. Harry 1953 p.291)e 	In the area 
mapped the hornblende sohiete are confined almost 
entirely to the politic gneieeea, only two small horn-
blends sohist bodies have been found in the striped and 
banded rocks and tiey have never been found in the 
pemitio rooks, 
E. CONCLUSION 
The litbology and petrography of the Moine 
rooks of the area mapped has been greatly modified by 
migmatisation. In the central and eastern parts of the 
area both the pesiminitic and politic rocks are migmatleed, 
but tothe west of the valley of Alit a Bhniridh only 
the politic rocks show evidence of inigmatisation. 
Sillimanite is present in all the p1itio rooks mapped 
and it is evident that the grade of metamorphism in 
the rocks seat of An Stac and Roie-Bheiim never falls 
below the aillimanite sons. 
From the same area, the metamorphic zones based 
on the mineral assemblages present in the oai.o-eilicate 
rooks suggest that the rooks lie within either the 
anorthite-hornblende or anorthite-pyroxene zones of 
metamorphism. 
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The riigmatiaation has been very selective in host 
rook, and the pelitio rooks have been intensely altered 
while the pswn'itio rooks and hornblende sohiet bodies 
have been only slightly modified. 
Affect of Migmatisation upon the Hornbled.e Sohiet Bodies. 
The hornbl.nde schist bodies appear to have been 
affected only slightly by the migniatisation, and through-
:out the area they are garnet - hornbleude - labradorite 
rocks. The affects of the migm.atisation may be the 
intense serioitieation of the feispars, and the local 
occurrence of brown biotite. Thin quartz - oligoolass 
fe].epar veins, less than " thick are only rarely seen 
to traverse the hornblende eahist bodies. 
Affect of Migmatisation UDOn the Jeamjnitjo Rooks. 
Throughout the area the peinrnitio rooks have 
completely recryatailised and have a granoblastic 
texture, the quartz and felepar crystals having rounded, 
smooth boundaries. The peammitic rooks in the valley 
of Alit a Bhuiridh and to the west of An Stac and 
Rois-Bheinn have suffered very little from migmatisation 
and the only affect appears to be that of complete 
reorystallisation. 
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East of the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh the migmat-
:ieation is more intense and the peazamitic rocks are 
generally coarser in grain size and more gneissic in 
appearance, the quartz-felspar and micaceous layers 
becoming distinct and more clearly defined. MyrTn*kite 
is locally abundant and the biotite crystals become 
pleoohroio in a reddish-brown colour. 	Quarts-oligoolase 
felepar lenses and pods, aligned parallel to the foliation 
are locally common, many of these bodies having biotits-
rich margins. Discordant and concordant pegmatite veins, 
with steep, almost vertical junctions are found in the 
p.ammitio gneisses. 
Affect of LUMtisation upon the Striped and 4ed rocks. 
The striped and banded rooks occur to the south 
and east of the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh, in areas 
where both the politic and psammltio rooks have suffered 
aigmatisat ion. 
The thin psammitic bands of the striped and banded 
rocks have responded to migmatisation in the same way as 
the peammitic rooks. They are coarsely crystalline and 
have completely recrystallised with a granoblastic texture 
of the quartz and felepar. Myrmekite is locally abundant, 
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and the biotitee of the striped and banded rook. of 
Druim Comhnardaig and Doillaid Bheag are pleoohroio 
in a red-brown colour. The politic layers become 
gneissic in appearance, with thin quartz-o1igoclase 
felspar lenses alternating with micaoeoua layer., and 
petrographically are similar to the oligoclase-biotit.-. 
gneisa. The quartz-felspar folia never become 5ufficient... 
:ly abundant to form the dominant constituent and the 
politic bands are always very micaoeoua. Potash felspar 
is rare, and only very locally (e.g. on 3gurr na Ba Glaisse) 
is myrmekite present. Granite gneiss has not been seen 
within the striped and banded.rocks. 
Affect of Mimatiaation upon lelitio Rock.. 
The politic rooks have been intensely affected by 
migmatisation and throughout the area the politic rooks 
are coarsely banded gneisau. The migmatite derivatives 
of the politic rocks have been divided into two types, 
the oligoolase - biotite - gneiss and the granite gneiaa. 
The mineralogical differences between the two gneise.s 
may be briefly summarised : 
The granite-gneiss contains abundant potash felspar, 
only small amounts of biotite, pleochroio in a chocolate 
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brown colour, and muscovite and garnet are subordinate 
constituents. Sillimanite is absent. 
The oligoolaee-'biotite..gneisa contains no potash 
felepar, abundant oligoclase-andesine plagioclase, 
biotite, pleoohroio in a reddish brown colour, muscovite 
and garnet. Sillimanite is locally common and tourmaline 
is ubiquitous. The oligoclaee-.biotits-gneiae is of 
widespread distribution while the granite gneiss occurs 
only locally 1 as a narrow band which can be traced from 
Creag Dhearg to the northern slop of Druim Piaclach, and 
as irregular patches to the south of Garbh Leaohd. The 
closest spatial relationship exists between the two 
gneieaes, the granite gneiss occurs within the oligoclase 
biotite gneies and contains 'inclusions' of oligoolas.-
biotite-gneiae. The contact between the two gneiaaes 
is gradational over several feet. Pegmatite veins, 
mineralogioally similar to the granite gneiss, out across, 
or are concordant with, the oligoolaae biotit. gneise. 
Previous work (H.H. Read 1931 s Y.C. Chang 1943, 
W.T. Harry 1953) in areas of migmatised rooks in the 
N.W. Highlands has shown that the process of migmatisation 
consisted of essentially an early phase of m.tasomatisin 
in which the affect of eodio-.rich material predominate. 
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and a later phase of metasouiatiem during which potasaio-
bearing fluids become active. 
H.H. Read (1931) studied the injection complexes at 
Loch Choirs and Strath lialladale in Central Sutherland. 
Within the Loch Choirs complex Read recognised a Zone 
of Veins, at garnet-etaurolite grade of metamorphism, 
and a Zone of Injection at aillimanite grade. Within 
the Zone of Injection rocks in which the host material 
is dominant alternate with rooks rich in granite material. 
Read considered that the injection took place under 
conditions of high temperature and stress and the 
injected material represents a volatile-rich sodic phase 
i.e, quarts and oligoclas., from a grano-dioritia magma. 
Potassic fluids became active at a late stage and to a 
lesser degree than the sodio material. Read considered 
that metamorphic differentiation in situe had not occurred, 
since the evidence indicated that some influx of material 
had taken place. 
Yu Chi Chang (1943) studied an area of the N. Suther-
ziand injection complex. Chang concluded that the migmatised 
rooks resulted from metasomatic changes Lxo"ght about by 
the percolation of alkaline solutions. Politic rocks 
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suffered soda instasomatisia, the semi-politic rooks potash 
matasomatiem and in the channels along which the passage 
of the alkali fluid took place pegmatitic and granitia 
bodies were formed. Chong considered that some of the 
potasaic metasomatic material was released by reactions 
taking place in the rock and was not derived from an 
outside source. 
W. T. Harry (1953) studied the migmatised rocks of 
W. Ardgour, Inverness-shire, and concluded than an 
"earlier" and "later" phase of the same metasomatic 
episode led to the formation of the o1igoo1aeebiotitss. 
gneiss and granite gneiss. The granite gnsisa was 
formed eynteotonically by a period of silica-potash 
metaaomatiaa which was preceded by an "earlier" phase 
of Na, Ca, Mg, matasomatism in which the oligoolsee-
biotite-gneiae wag formed. Harry concluded that both 
gneieses were formed by metamorphic differentiation in 
situ. 
In the area mapped it is suggested that the rooks 
suffered an initial period of soda metasomatiem in which 
the politic rooks were transformed into oligoclase-biotite 
gneisaes, and a subsequent phase of potash metasomatism 
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during which the granite gneiss was formed. The 
quartz-felspar folia of the oligoclase-biotite 
gnelssea, and also those of the psammitio rooks, 
frequently show biotite-rioh margins which may suggest 
that some degree of metamorphic segregation has taken 
place, the quarts-felapar material being segregated 
into folia and the biotites concentrated into biotlto 
selvedges at the margins (fig. 3). 
It Is suggested that during the period of 
potash metasoinatiem the granite gneiss developed from 
the oL.goolase-biotite...gnejse. 	The potash feispars 
appear to be developing at the expense of the plagloolase 
while the biotites are less common and the gamete 
become small and almost relic features. The close 
field relationship of the two gneiasee also suggests 
that the granite gneiss has developed from the oligo-
clase-biotite-gneise, by the action of potassic bearing 
fluids. 
BOth the oligoolaee-biotite-gneiss and granite gneiss 
have been fOlded, and they both contain minor structural 
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elements of the same age, so that it is probable that 
there was no considerable time gap between the formation 
of the two gneiaaes. 
The numerous pegmatite veins and eheata that occur 
throughout the area appear to be a late stage effect 
during which volatile-rich potaa.io bearing fluids were 
active. Pegmatite veins have not been seen folded, and 
strongly discordant pegmatitea out across the minor 
structures of the third fold movement. The large porphy 
:blaetio musoovitee that are locally common in the 
psammitio rooks, and the randomly oriented muscovite 
crystals of the mueoovit.-eillim&ijt, "knots" may also 
be the result of the same late-stage alkaline fluids. 
The random orientation of the muscovite porphyroblasts 
indicate that they formed when movement had ceased. 
The ae relationship between the period of migmatisation 
and the fold movements is discussed later. 
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III. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
A. 	INTRODUCTION 
The results of recent work carried out in 
the Highlands confirm an important concept of struotural 
analysis that a close relationship, both in style and 
orientation, exists between the minor and major 
structures of the same movement episode. D.B.Molntyre 
(1951) working in an area which he showed to be homo-
axial, states "the axial plunge of the small folds 
coincides with that of the structures on every inter-
:mediate scale up to the dimensions of the whole area" 
(Q.J.G..1951 p.4.). 	Clifford etal (1957) state that 
"the linear structures . . . . . are, with few exceptions, 
parallel to the axes of the folds to which they are 
related, and are developed parallel to the intersections 
of pre-existing foliation surfaces with axial plane 
foliation" (Geol.Mag.1957 p.1.). 	Clifford ellal conclude 
that "there is a constant relationship between the small 
and large scale structures, though this relationship is 
often obscured by the complexity of the folding'. 	(Geol. 
Mag.1957 p.23). 
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?he large ;cJc ntruc 	uttern of an area i o 
reflected in the minor structuree, and a detailed analysis 
of the2e will provide evidence of the style and orientation 
of the major structures with which they are related. 
Where more than one period of folding has taken 
place, minor structures associated with each of the 
fold movements will be preserved, and they can be distingu-
:ished by their differing styles and orientation, which 
in turn reflect the differing style and orientation of 
the major structures. No single feature is character-
:istio of the minor structures of a particular fold 
movement, the style of the minor folds may vary, as may 
their orientation, but by consideration of all the 
features, the minor structures of one generation can 
be separated from those of other generations and can be 
related to the major structures of the 3ame movement 
period. 
Where more than one period of folding has taken 
place, study of the minor structures will show the age 
relationship of the fold mcvexnents. 	Lilnor structures 
of one movement period that are refolded by those of 
another must be older in age and 'this relationship 
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reflects the structure on the tajor scale. 
The structural study of the area mapped involved 
the mapping of the various lithologloal unite and the 
measurement of all the minor structural elements available 
in each outcrop. The mapping was carried out on the 
scale of 6" - 1 ml. and the accuracy of the mapping was 
aided by the use of aerial photographs. 	The area has 
been sub-divided into 18 sub-areas, each approximately 
1 - 2 square miles in extent, and the structural data 
obtained from each sub-area ht1cen plotted on two 
stereographic nets (lower hemisphere projection). 	On 
one stereographic net Is plotted the poles to the foliation 
pianos, and these poles have been contoured. On the 
same stereographic net are plotted the axes of the minor 
folds and linear structures. Using the variation in the 
orientation of the foliation planes, the orientation of 
the axes of the major folds can be determined and the 
stereographic net shows the relationship between the 
orientation of the axes of the minor and major structures 
In each sub-area. 	The poles to the axial planes of the 
minor folds and to the axial plane cleavages have been 
plotted on the other stereographic net and left uncontoured. 
( Fig. 26) 
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By preparin; tucli diajri the v.riat ion in 
orientation of the major and minor structures, and the 
relationship between structures of different ages can 
be studied for each sub—area. The diagrams also enable 
the orientation of the structures to be traced from one 
locality to another. 
B. 	1E3ULT IN OUTLLf 
Nearly the whole of the area mapped is rde 
up of vertical, or nearly vertical, rocks, the foliation 
only rarely having a dip of less than 700. The changes 
In the orientation of the foliation planes are used to 
determine the axial trao-n of the major folds, and because 
the foliation planes are nearly vertical, the axial plunges 
of the major folds are also nearly vertical. All the 
major folds close sideways, and the map (Map II) can be 
regarded as a tectonic section, formed by the intersection 
of the major folds with present land surface, through the 
structure of the area. 
Analysis of the distribution of the rook types and 
minor structures indicate th.t the area has been affected 
by four movement periods, and the folds formed during each 
movement differ In style and in areal distribution. 
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The first fold oveiient that can be recogiied iu 
one of ieoolinal folding, the axial planes of which are 
aligned parallel to the foliation. 	In many localities 
a lineation is found, parallel to the axes of the isoclinal 
folds, formed by the dim3nslonal orientation of the quartz—
felspar material of the rook to form a minute corrugation 
of the foliation surfaces. 	No major closures asuociated 
with this period of isoclinal folding have been recognised. 
The age relationship of the isoclinal folds \,'ith the later 
fold movments is indicated b the fact that the isoclinal 
minor structures are refolded by other minor folds, and 
they are never found to refold other minor structures. 
A second set of structures, the minor folds of thich 
refold the isoclinal structures, and which are themselves 
refolded by other folds, occur throughout the area. 	They 
are the minor structures of the Second Fold T.ovemnt and 
they can be related to major structures thlLt have been 
mapped In the area. The cocond minor folds are tight, 
asymmetric folds, the axial 	- 1  n of 	uic', 	tre.' t 	IL 
oblique angle to the foliatIoLL ('l'.io1I • 	n 
cleavage may develop with these folds, formed by a mineral 
alignment parallel to their axial planes. The linear 
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structures that formed (Iurin, this fold :ovoiient •re of 
different types: 
a)Quartz-Xelepar rodding, formed by the folding of 
quartz-felcpar migmatitic foliae that originated 
before the fold movement. 
Mineral elongation of the quartz-felspar material 
in the rook to form a minute corrugation of the 
foliation surface. This linear structure is 
identical to the linear structure formed during 
the first fold movrnent. 
A mica crinkling; this linear structure Is not 
common, and only occurs on the southern face of 
Rois-Bheinn. 
Lineation formed by the Intersection of the axial 
plane cleavage with the foliation plane. This 
linear structure is only rarely seen. 
The major folds of the second movement period are 
long-limbed almost isoclinal folds which, In areas where 
no major third folds are found, have N.N.E.-J.S.. axial 
piano trends. 	The axial traces of the second major folds 
at Rois-Bhelnn and Creag Dhearg have N.N.E.-.S.Ie trends, 
but the other second major folds mapped have been folded 
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during the third movement period. 	Thus the aocosid iajor 
fold at Druim Cornhnardaig has an a.xlal plane trending in 
a direction, and the axial plane of the second 
major fold at Garbh Leachd trends in a N.E..-.W, direction. 
The structures of both the first and second periods 
of folding have been refolded during the Third Fold Move-
:ment. The minor folds of the third movement period are 
open, asymmetric folds that have an axial plane trend 
markedly different to the ixial plane trends of the minor 
folds of the earlier movements. No axial plane cleavage 
has been seen with the third folds and the only linear 
structure that formed with this folding is a mica crinkling. 
The third minor structures can be related to a major 
structure - the Diollaid Bheag antiform, a broad open 
fold some two miles wide that trends in a N.N.E. - S.J;1. 
direction. 
The axial pianos of minor folds do not strictly 
reflect the orientation of this major antiform, but "fan" 
about its axial plane trend. The axial planes of the 
minor folds vary in trend from 40 °W. of 3. to 20 0E. of S. 
about the axial plane trend (lO °w. of S.) of the major 
fold. 
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A much smaller "major" fold, approximately a 
quarter mile wide, occurs on the north face of An Stao. 
This structure is a broad open antiforni that trends in 
a N.E. - S.W. direction, which is the trend of the minor 
structures of the third movement in this area. 
Liinor structures of the third fold movement are 
most common in the area affected by the Diollaid Bheag 
azitiform, where they are found in all rook typos, but 
to the eastern and western margins of the area mapped 
they become less common and are present only in the more 
pelitic rocks. 
Lajor and minor folds of the Fourth Fold hiovenient 
have a N.W. - 13.E. axial plane trend and they are only 
found in the southern part of the area, on 1oia.-.Bheinn 
and to the west of Sgurr na Ba flaise. The minor folds 
of this movement period are open asymmetric structures 
with an axial plane trend usually nearly at right angles 
to the foliation (fig. 15). 	The associated linear 
structure is a mica crinkling. The broad open fold found 
on the N.E. elope of Roi—Bieinn was formed during this 
episode. 
A fifth set of structures occur which have only a 
local distribution. They occur only in the psazumitio 
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rocks west of n LJtao and Rois-Bheinn and they are open 
asymmetric folds, trending in a N.N.E. - S.3.. direction 
with a consistently low plunge. 	In many exposures they 
are monoolinee (fig-15), with a well developed mica crinkle. 
These folds are seen to refold structures of the first and 
second fold movements, but their age relationship with 
the third and fourth periods of folding is not known. 
The style, and consistently low plunge of the folds 
augest they are not related to the third and fourth 
movement episodes. 
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C. 	TIL TRUJTUAL i1'iNTS 
The structural elements that were mapped can 
be divided into two main groups, 
Planar Structures 
Axial Structures 
1. 	Planar Jtructures, 
Foliation Planes. 	Of the several zuegascopic S- 
planes that are present in the rooks, the most prominent 
is the foliation plane, which is defined by alternating 
layers of different composition. Throughout the area 
the foliation plane coincides with the original bedding 
plane. This relationehipis obvious in the psammitic 
rocks west of An iitac, in which sedimentary structures 
are found and indicate that the foliation plane is the 
bedding plane. 	In the rocks of the remainder of the 
area no sedimentary structures are found, but the foliation 
always remains parallel to the rook boundaries, and in 
rooks consisting of alternating thin bands of pelitlo 
and psainmitic material, the foliation in the bands remains 
parallel to their lithological junctions. Throughout 
the area the foliation is nearly vertical, and only in 
Glen Ulgarry and to the south of Druim Conthnardalg are 
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dips of 1088 than 500 ound. 
Axial Planes and Cleavage of Linor`olds. 	The axial 
planes of the minor folds are important planar structures 
and their orientation was measured whenever possible. 
Over most of the area the axial planes of the minor folds, 
like the foliation planes, have a nearly vertical dip. 
The minor folds of the first and second fold movements 
develop an axial plane cleavage, which in parallel to the 
axial plane of the folds. This axial plane cleavage is 
defined by a mineral orientation, in the pelitic rocks 
the micas have their basal planes aligned parallel to 
the axial plane, in the psammitlo rocks the axial plane  
cleavage Is shown by an incipient dimensional orientation 
of the quartz-felspar material. 	In ;orne areas quartz 
veins have been introduced along the axial plane cleavage 
of these folds and in the central and eastern parts of 
the area quartz-olIgoclase felapar tolia occur along the 
axial plane cleavage of the econd minor folds (fig.12). 
No axial plane cleayao has developed with the folds of 
the third and fourth movements. 
Ulnor folds of each fold movement show differing 
axial plane trends and this is an i!:portant feature for 
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distinguishing the folds of differing age. The differences 
In axial plane orientation of the folds of the first and 
second fold movements is only very eliht, while the 
axial plane trends of the folds of the see , Dud, third and 
fourth fold movements differ markedly from each other 
(fig. 26). 
These several sets of planar structures differ from 
each other in age and orientation. The first planar 
structure, or S-plane, to be formed in the rock was the 
original bedding plane, this can be termed S.  During 
the first fold movement a second plrnlRr structure S 
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the axial plane cleavage of the Isoclinal folds, was 
developed. The axial plane of the isoclinal folds is 
always parallel to the foliation (or bedding plane) S. 
The only exception to this is at the isoclinal fold 
closures, where 82  is inclined at a high angle to S i , 
the angle of Inclination varying as 3 is traced rand 
the fold closure. Both S  and S 2  are folded by the 
second fold movement, and the axial plane cleavage of 
the second fold forms the third planar structure to be 
developed in the rook., S. 
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2. 	Axial Structures 
Linear structures are well developed throughout 
the area and are present in all rock types. These linear 
structures can be divided into the following groupas-
1inor Fold Axes. The plunge and trend of the axes of the 
numerous folds were measured. 
Mineral Elongation. A lineation is formed from the 
dimensional elongation of the quartz-felsr material 
of the rook. 	It is particularly well developed in the 
psammitlo rooks and appears as a minute corrugation on 
the foliation surface. Such a lineation has been formed 
during the first and second fold movements. 
RoddinK, Rodding is widespread in the area and is found 
in all rock types. It is a common linear structure of 
the first and second fold movements. The origin of rod-
:ding has been explained by G. Wilson (1953) as the result 
of folding of quarts veins that originated either before, 
or in the early stages of, the fold movements. Shearing 
movement in, or near to, the plane of foliation disrupts 
the veins first into folds, and then into isolated, lenti- 
zoular rods. Examples can be seen which show every grada- 
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:tion from a folded vein to lane shaped rods lying in 
the general plane of the foliation (Plate I ). The 
rodding that formed during the first fold mov'ment consists 
of re-orystallised quartz, but those associated with the 
second period of folding are made up of quartz, or quartz 
and felapar, and sometimes quartz, felspar and mica. 	The 
mineralogical composition of the rodding lineation will be 
disounsed during the description of the fold movements. 
iiioa Crinkle. 	This linear structure in formed by the 
re-orientation of the micas of the pe].itio rook (82)  intc 
a corrugation which forms a prominent lineation (Pig. 4). 
Mica crinkling Is the common linear structure of the third 
and fourth fold movements. Locally it is present as a 
linear structure of the second period of folding and has 
a style distinct from the mica crinkling formed during 
the other fold movements. 	It Is a tight, sharp crested 
crinkle, whereas that formed d'itg the third and fourth 
fold movements has a more open, rounded appearance. 
Boudinage. Boudinage structure is not common, but is 
locally well developed in rocks which consist of alterna-
:ting bands of peammitic and pelitio material. The 
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boudinage is "barrel shaped" and probably forms when 
the more competent paammitio bands have responded to 
extension by plastic deformation, with the development 
of a zone of thinning, or "necking". (N.Raat, 1956). 
The less competent politic layers tend to "flow" and 
become accommodated in the attenuated portion of the 
competent bands at the point of "necking". At this 
region quarts segregations tend to concentrate. Boudin-
sage is well developed on Dioflald Bheag, where their 
axes of elongation appear to be parallel to the axis 
of the major fold of the third movement period. 
Major Fold Axes. The axial plunges of the major folds 
have been determined by plotting, on a stereographic net, 
the change in orientation of the foliation planes at the 
fold crests. The poles to the foliation planes fall on 
a great circle, the axis of which is parallel to the axes 
of the major fold. 
D. 	STRUCTURAL HISTORY. 
The account of the structural history of the 
area will be given in two sections. The first section 
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will consist of a detailed description of the structures 
of each mov.ment period; this will be followed by the 
second section In which the style of the folding periods 
and the affect of refolding earlier structures by later 
movements will be discussed. 
1. 	The First-Fold Movement. 
The first recognizable event in the structural 
history of the area is a period of isoclinal folding, but 
the structural elements associated with this fold movement 
are not abundant and a detailed account of the orientation 
of the first folds cannot be given. 
No major isoclinal fold closures can be definitely 
identified in the area. Various lithological units are 
seen to thin and die out when traced along the strike, 
but it Is not possible to show that this Is the result of 
plunging izoolinal fold axes. 	It is assumed that major 
isoclinal folds were developed, and the affect of these 
was to reduplicate the original sedimentary succession. 
The minor structures of the first fold movement occur 
in all rook types and their wide distribution indicates 
that the movement affected the whole area. The minor 
folds are true isoclines with both limbs parallel to 
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F; 9. a. 	Profiles of minor structures of the 1st fold movement 
A 	isoclinal fold in psommitic rock 
B, 	D. 	isoclinal folds in pelitic rock 	(tectonic Inclusions ) 
C. 	quartz roddinq in pelituc rock 
isoclinal fold folded by a 2nd. fold, south of SeannChruach 
isoclincil fold folded by a 3rd told 200 yds. S. of GlensnIQh 
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An axial plane cleavage, defined by a dimensional 
orientation of the quartz-felapar crystals in the 
psainmitic members, is developed atthe fold o]feurea. 
The axial planes of the folds (S 2 ) are always' l  aligned 
parallel to the foliation (or bedding) B,, the only 
exception to this is at the leoclinal fold closures, 
where 3 is seen inclined to 8 2 , the angle of inclination 
varying as 3 is traced round the fold. 
A prominent lineation, which developed during 
this fold movement, is formed by the dimensional elong.-
:ation of the quartz and felepar crystals of the rook, 
and is seen on the foliation surfaces as a minute oorru-
:gation. An identical lineation formed during the second 
fold movement, and unless the lineation can be related the 
first or second folds it clearly cannot be definitely 
dated. 
Quartz rodding is locally a prominent first linear 
structure and is found in both psammitto and politic 
rocks (Plate I). The rods are nude up entirely of re-
oryatallised quartz and are regarded as having originated 
by the method suggested by G. Wilson (1953). 
Although the minor structures of the first fold 
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movement occur throughout the area, they are not 
abundant, and it is probable that during the strong 
deformation of the second and third movements, many 
first minor structures were obliterated. First minor 
structures are commonly found in the psammitic rocks 
which, being relatively competent, were able to preserve 
the first fold structures, while the incompetent politic 
rocks responded more readily to subsequent movement and 
the isoolinal structures were destroyed. 
In the pelitie rooks, where the micas have become 
oriented parallel to S 
21 thin psainmitto and cab-silicate 
bands preserve relics of the iaoolinal folds. During 
folding these psammitic and cab-silicate bands become 
discontinuous and are isolated Into separate fragments. 
These fragments often preserve the isoclina]. closure. 
(Fig. 8; Plate I). 	In some cases the fold closure 
becomes obscure and the psammitio or oalo-.siljoate 
fragment becomes shredded Into rod-like structures. 
N. Rast (1956) proposed the term "tectonic 
Inclusion" for such relic folds. Their mode of origin 
is very similar to that of rodding, from which they 
differ by being formed from the country rock. G. Wilson 
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(1953) distinguished between rodding and mullion structure 
by defining mullions as being formed from the normal 
country rook, while quarts rodding is developed from 
quartz that has been introduced into, or segregated in, 
the rook. The term mullion could be applied to these 
relic fold structures. Wilson divides the mullion 
structures which he describes into three groups, bedding 
or fold - mullions, cleavage mullions, and irregular 
mullions, and it is suggested that these relic fold 
structures are a type of fold-mullion that was not 
described by Wilson. 
In the psa1tio rooks the isoclinal folds are 
often preserved within a single bed. (fig. 8). 	In 
many exposures the fold is only seen by a change in 
orientation of the compositional banding, and the Meg- 
:asoopio parting planes (the foliation) do not pass round 
the fold closure. 	In such cases the axis of the fold 
cannot be measured, although the orientation of the axial 
plane in the same as that of the foliation. Such "shadow 
structures" are often seen refolded by later folds. 
The plunge of the isoclinal folds 18 very variable, 
although the majority of the fold axes measured have 
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plunges of more than 60g . The direction of plunge is 
also variable, and isoolinal folds in adjacent exposures 
may plunge in opposite directions. Near Arieniskill 
isoclinal folds are found which plunge at approximately 
400 to the N.E., but some 50 7dM to the south of this 
outcrop ieoolinal folds plunge at 50 - 55 ° to the S.W. 
(Sub—area 1 fig. 26). 
This irregularity of plunge of the isoclines may 
be an inherent feature of the isoolinal folding, or it 
may be the result of refolding the isoclines by later 
movements. It is difficult to conceive that the original 
plunge of the isoclinal folds, the first fold movement 
of the area, should chow such irregular variation, and 
it appears more probable that later folding, the style 
of which was complex, is the principal cause of the 
irregular variation in plunge. As will be described 
later It Is evident that the refolding by the second and 
third movement periods was partly blinilar and partly 
Concentric in style, and the reeu.itlng complicated 
pattern of the isoclines may have formed as a result of 
this complex later folding. 
An important consequence of isoclinal folding Is 
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to give a repeated etratigraphica]. succession. The 
original succession can only be determined if the position 
of the axial planes of the major leoclinal folds is known, 
and sedimentary otruoturee are preserved to give the 
direction of younging. As has been previously described, 
the only sedimentary structures found in the area are some 
twelve examples of current bedding that occur in the 
psammitio rooks west of An Stao and Role Bheinn. Of 
these eight occur within the same horizon of the psarimiitic 
rooks, and young to the east, suggesting that the Rois-. 
Bheinn pelitic group is stratigraphically younger (pp4- ( -- 4). 
The other examples of current bedding are found further 
west, along the Loch Allort shore, and they young in the 
opposite direction. 	The relative positions of these 
sedimentary structures indicate that the rocks in this 
part of the area have been tightly folded. Because the 
structural evidence indicates that the area has been 
isoclinally folded, it is concluded that the stratlgraphioal 
succession has been repeated, but the amount of data 
available is insufficient to determine the location of the 
major isoclinal folds, orthe direction of younglng in the 
rooks, so that the true etratigraphioal succession cannot 
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2. The Second Fold Movement 
The second event in the tectonic history of 
the area is the folding of the rocks into long limbed 
almost isoclinal folds that, in areas where no major 
third folds are present, have N.N.E. S.S.W. axial 
plane trends (fig. 9). Several major folds of this 
movement period have been mapped, and the length of 
the fold limb is such that the corresponding antiform 
and synform can be as much as three miles apart. 
Major folds occur at Rois—Bheinn o Creag Dhearg, 
Druim ComhnArdaig and Garth Leachd (Map 11), and their 
axial trends have been determined from the change in 
orientation of the foliation planes. (Fig. 26). The 
style of the folds is such that although the fold limb 
may be up to two miles in length, change in the orientat-. 
:ion of the foliation planes takes place only at the 
fold closure, and along the axial plane trace no change 
in trend of the foliation is seen. The axial planes of 
other folds, the closures of which are not present in 
the area mapped, can be traced by using the movement 
sense of their associated minor folds. 	(fig. 9). The 
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major folds of the . second fold movement are superposed 
upon isoolinally folded rooks and the minor folds of 
the first isoclinal movement can be traced round these 
second major folds. 
Throughout the area the axial planes of the major 
folds remain nearly vertical. The folds at Roie-Bheinn 
and Cz'eag Dhearg have axial plunges greater than 800 to 
the 3.8J., but the other major folds have been folded 
by the third fold movement, and their orientation is 
different. Thus the Druima Comhnardaig closure plunges 
at more than 800  to the B.E. and the closure at Garbh 
Leaohd plunges at more than 80 0  to the N.E. 
Second I.:inor Folds 
Minor folds of the second movement period are 
common and are well preserved in the psainmitio and the 
striped and banded rocks. They are less common in the 
politic rooks where, like the minor folds of the first 
fold movement, they tend to be preserved only by the 
thin paammitio and oalo-.silicate ribs. 	Second minor 
folds are tight, asymmetric folds, the axial planes of 
which are inclined oblique to the foliation by a small 
angle (10-15° - see plate 1E ). 	The style of the folds 
in the paammltio rocks may vary along the axial plane 
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trace. A fold begins as a small flexure of the 
foliation plane, but the style of the fold changes no 
that at the actual fold crest, the fold in almost 
isoclinal. 	(fig.lO). 	In exposures w}ere the 
complete fold is not seen, it can be 'very difficult to 
differentiate these second minor folds from true iso-
:ollnal folds of the first fold movement. 
The thickness of the refolded lithologioal unite 
can be very variable, being much thicker at the fold 
closure than on the fold limbs, where they show a 
marked attenuation. 	1th increasing tightness of 
folding the difference in the thickness of a litholog-
:loal unit on the fold closure and on the limb becomes 
greater. 
In some outcrops rapidly repeated folding is seen, 
the rook being folded into a series of tight, almost 
isoclinal folds having parallel axial plane trends. 
(fig.11). 	Such exposures illustrate that rapid re- 
:duplication of the lithology can take place as a result 
of the second-fold movement. 	Often it is difficult to 
distinguish these folds from the first isoclinal folds, 
but although tight folds, their limbs are not parallel. 
- 
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Fig. KD. 	Profiles of minor 2nd folds 
A,B,CD. - 	in piammitic rocks. 
E ) F. - 	in pelitic rocks 
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In some such exposures these folds are seen to retold 
isoclinal folds. Although the axial planes of the 
folds remain parallel, it Is round that the plunge of 
their axes may vary, and adjacent folds may have different 
axial plunges. 
In other exposures the foliation becomes highly 
distorted and diffuse, and very Irregular, diRharinonto 
folds are formed (fig. 11). The rook appears to have 
had a mobility similar to that of a viscous fluid at 
the time of deformation, and flow folds, with very 
variable axial and axial plane orientations, were formed. 
Occasionally on the psammitic bands that define these 
folds a well preserved lineation is seen. 
The folds in the paammltio rooks may show an axial 
plane cleavage, aligned parallel to the axial plane of 
the fold. 	In the very psammitlo rocks, where the mica 
content is small, this axial plane cleavage is not 
obvious. It is only seen as an Incipient banding effect 
present at the fold closure, and is formed by the 
dimensional orientation of the quarts—felspar crystals 
of the rock. 	In rocks having a higher mica content, as 
in the striped and banded rocks, the axial plane cleavage 
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is defined by the micas having their basal (001) planes 
oriented parallel to the axial plane of the fold. 
Second minor folds found in the politic rooks are 
most commonly preserved by the thin psammitlo and osic-
silicate bands. (fig. 10; plate II). 	These folded 
peamrnitio and oslo-silicate bands also show tectonic 
thickening and thinning when traced round the fold, being 
much thicker at the fold crest than on the limbs. Within 
the cores of thee* folds the micas of the politic rocks 
become aligned parallel to the axial plane of the fold 
(S3 ). Only locally are second minor folds preserved in 
the pelitio rooks, where the micas have not become oriented 
parallel to S 3 , but are folded by the second folds. Such 
folds are common on Roje-Bheinn, where mica crinkling is 
the associated linear structure. 
Movement sense of the minor folds is an important 
feature used in determining the position and style of the 
major folds. 	By plotting the 'S' and 'Z' style of the 
minor folds the axial plane position of the major fold 
can be traced. It as been found that some minor folds 
show the 'wrong' movement sense. 	This may be due to the 
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second fold with opposed directions of plunge to form 
canoe shaped fold. 
rapidly repeated second folds 
second folds showing variable plunge 
irregularly shaped, disharmonic second folds 
ij  
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folds having the oppooite movement sense to the majority 
of minor folds of the same age are related to a large 
'minor' fold, and not to the major fold. Plate II 
shows second minor folds in the same outcrop that have 
opposite movement sense. 
Second Linear Structures. 
The common linear structure seen with the second 
minor folds is formed by a mineral elongation of the 
quartz-felspar crystalo of the rooks, and it gives the 
foliation surface of the fold a corrugated appearance. 
As has been mentioned previously, a similar linear 
structure formed during the first fold movement. Near 
Arieniekill there are exposures which contain isoclinal 
folds and second minor folds, and with each there is an 
identical lineation, parallel to the axes of the folds. 
The mineralogical eoiiposit on of the second rodding 
structures varies, but in most of the area the rods are 
made up of quartz and plagioclase (An ), or of quartz, 
28 
plagioclase and mica. On Sgurr ma Ba Glalse second 
quartz-felapar--mioa rods are present and contain silli-
:manite, and at Creag Dhearg and Garbh Leaohd some rods 
contain garnet. To the west, in the peammitic rooks 
Ill. 
west of An Stac, rodding of the second fold movement 
is made up of quartz only. 	In this region it is not 
possible to distinguish between the seond rods and the 
quartz rods of the first fold movement. 
The veins from which the second rodding structure 
was formed were of variable composition, consisting of 
quarts-plagioclage--mica material over most of the area, 
but only of quartz in the west. 	In the psa7umitic rocks 
west of An :tac some second minor folds show quartz veins 
introduced along their axial plane cleavage. 
Mica crinkling of the second fold movement is only 
found on the south face of Rois-Bbein.n where the micas 
(which define 	of the pelitic rooks have boome oriented 
to form a mica crinkle, the axial plane trend of which is 
similar to that of the axial planes (S 
3 ) of the second 
minor folds. The style of the mica crinkle is very 
different from that formed during the third and fourth 
fold movements, it being a tight, sharp crested crinkle 
(rig . 4). 
Orientation of the Second Axial Structures. 
The plunge of the axial structures of the second-
:fold movement is very variable. The diagrams showing 
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the structural data of each sub-area illustrate this 
variation In axial plunge (fig. 26). 	Not only do 
adjacent folds in the same outcrop show different axial 
plunges, but the plunge of an individual fold can change 
very rapidly. One such fold is present south of Glenebian, 
and shows a rapid change in plunge from horizontal to 
700 	
. ( plate 	) . 	In the same area second minor 
folds, as well as having very variable plunges, also show 
variation in direction of plunge, some plunging to the 
$.$.W., others to the N.N.E. 
Individual folds have been mapped that plunge in 
opposite directions to form "canoe-shaped" folds (fig.11). 
A good example of this type of fold is seen south of 
bgurr na Paite, where a fold plunges 28° to the N.E. 
and 52 to the S.W. 
The variation in amount of plunge of the second 
minor folds only occurs in the psammitlo and striped 
and banded rooks. 	In the politic rocks these folds 
do not show a marked variation in plunge but nearly 
always have very steep plunges. 	In the psauiitio rocks 
west of An Stac second folds show a variation in plunge 
from 0_500  (sub-area 18, fig.26)., and in the penmmItio 
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rocks east of An k ,tao the plunge of the second folds is 
equally variable. (Sub-area I, fig. 26). 	In the 
pelitlo rooks of An Stac however, the plunge of theee 
structures is almost vortical, and no fold with a plunge 
of lees than 60 0 has been seen. 
The cause of the variation in amount and direction 
of plunge of the second linear structures is discussed 
later in the section. 
Orientation of Second Axial ilanee. 
The axial planes of the second minor folds remain 
nearly vertical throughout the whole area, but considerable 
variation in the axial plane trend occurs and is the 
result of the refolding of the second minor folds duxig 
later fold movements. (fig. 9). 
Second Major Folds. 
Roie-Bheirin Antiform. 
This closure is found in the peantnitio rocks east 
of An Stac and Roie-Bheinn. 71otting the foliation 
planes measured near the closure upon a stereographic 
net indicates that the fold is an antiform with a N.R.E. - 
S.S.W. axial plane trend and plunging at 800 to the .S.W. 
(sub-area 13 fig. 26). 	The psammitic rooks, in which 
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the trace of the antiform is found, oontinu• southwards 
and reference to the Geological Survey UlO mile map" 
indicates that they close on 3gurr Domhuill Bh.ag, 
south of the area mapped. Because of the lack of 
exposure the axial plane of the antiform cannot be 
traced northwards through the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh, 
but at Arieniakill, on the northern boundary of the 
area, a pelitic band is present which, from the evidence 
of the movement sense of the eeoorzd minor folds, contains 
the axial plans of an antiform plunging to the S.S.W. 
(Map II). This antiform Is regarded an the equivalent 
of the RoIe-Bheixm antiform. Because of the southward 
plunge of the fold the politic band thins and disappears 
when traced southwards. 
The amount and direction of plunge of the minor 
structures of the RoIa-Bheinn antlforiu is very variable 
(sub-area 13, fig. 26), and when plotted on a stereographic 
net they lie along a partial vertical great airole, in 
which 110s the axis of the major fold. The significance 
of the great circle pattern of the second axial structures 
Is discussed later. 
Creag Dhearg Synforin. 
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Creag Dbearg Synform 
The closure of this synfoz'm occurs in the pelitic 
rooks at Creag Dhearg and it has a steep axial plunge 
of more than 800  to the S.S.W., with an axial plane 
trending N.N.E. - i;.s.w. (Map. II). 	This major fold 
has been folded during the third-fold movement and on 
Druim Piaclaoh, the axial plane of the synform trends 
in a N.W. - S.E. direction. 	The minor structures 
a8sooiated with the synform are refolded also and on 
the Druim Fiaclaoh ridge they plunge steeply to the 
south—east. Pigure 17 shows the orientation of the 
minor structures associated with this synform and it 
illustrates the marked ohange in trend of these structures 
due to folding about the third major fold. 
Because of the south easterly plunge of the synform 
the pesimntitio rocks present in the axial plane of the 
fold on the Druim Piaclach ridge thin and disappear north 
westwards near the summit of Druim Flaclaoh, and on Creag 
Dhoarg the synform Is found only In the politic rooks 
(Map II). 
In the axial plane trace of the Creag Dhearg synform 
the rocks have undergone strong migmatleat toil, and the 
foliation trend of the psanmiitio rocks on the Druim 
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Piaclaoh ridge becomes very irregular. 	This distortion 
of the foliation does not appear to be due to refolding 
about an axis, but is the result of plastic flow during 
the period of migniatisation. The orientation of the 
first-fold structures becomes very variable, and the 
second folds show marked changes in shape (fig,12) 9 
but despite the strong distortion the general trend 
of the second minor structures Is maintained. 
Garbh Leaehd i\.niform. 
The closure of this antiform is found to the east 
of Garbh Leaohd, In the valley of Alit a Choirs Bhuidhe, 
and it is the complementary antiforin to the Creag Dhearg 
mynforni, the pelitio horizon on the northern elope of the 
Druim Piaclach ridge forming the common limb between the 
two folds. 	Plotting the orientations of the foliation 
planes indicates that at Garbh Leaohd the antiforni plunges 
at more than 80 0  to the N.E. and has a N.E. - G.W. axial 
plane trend. The direction of plunge of this fold is 
almost opposite to that of the Creag Dhearg synform and 
this marked difference in axial trend is the result of 
the folding of these structures about the third major fold. 















A 	quartz veining within axial plane of fH 	Imi. west 
of Seonn Chruach 
B 	quartz felspor folio in axial plane cleovoqe. 200'yds. south 
'f Diollod Bheag summit. 
C. D. 	style of folds from strongly rnigmatised rocks on 
E. F. 	Druim Fiaclach ridge 
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By using the movement sense of the minor folds the 
ourved axial plane of the Garbh LeacM ant iform can 
be traced round the third major antiform. The trend 
of the axial plane changes from a N.E. 	S.W. direction 
at Garbh Leachd, to a N.W. - ; .E. direction east of 
Creag Dhearg (fig. 9). Due to the refolding by the 
later fold movement the axial planes of the minor folds 
on both limbs of the antiform now dip in the same direction. 
The axial plunge of the minor structures, like the second 
minor structures of other major folds, show a marked 
variation in amount and direction of plunge. 	(Sub-area 
7 9 fig. 26). 
Druim Comhnardaig Synform. 
This synform occurs in the psammitic rooks of 
Druim Conthzardaig and has an axial plunge of more than 
so 0  to the J.E. with a N.W. - S.E. axial plane trend. 
Like the other second major folds that have been folded 
by the third major folds, both limbs of the synform show 
the same orientation, dipping steeply to the 0 .u.W. 
eoond minor folds are not common on Druim Coinhnardaig, 
but those that do occur plunge steeply to the S.E. or 
S.S.E. (sub—area 16, fig.26). 
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West of Druim Comhnardaig, and east of Sgurr na 
Ba Glaise the axial plane trend of the synf era appears 
to change from a N.W. - S.E. direction to a N.N.E. - 
S.S.W. direction on the eastern slope of the valley 
of Alit a Bhuiridh. This area is poorly exposed and 
definite evidence for this change in axial plane trend 
is not available. Striped and banded rocks have been 
traced from the core of the Druim Oomhnardaig synform 
northwards to the south western elopes of Druim Piaclach 
where they thin and die out (Map I). 	It is suggested 
that this closure is equivalent toie Druim Cornhnardaig 
syntorm. The axial plane of the major fold has been 
folded by the third-fold movement from a N.N.E.S.S.W. 
direction to a N.W. - 3.E. direction (fig. 9). 
&eann Chruach Synform. 
This fold, which is found in the pelitlo rocks of 
eann Chruach, has a N.N.E. - ;.S.w, axial plane trend 
and an axial plunge of 800  to the 	(Sub-area 8, fig. 
26). 	There is no closure of the pelitio rooks in the 
core of the Seann Chruach synform and the fold is indioa-
:ted only by the change in trend of the foliation planes. 
The minor folds of the eann Chruaoh synform are 
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folded by a third major fold and their 1.N S E. - 3.8.W. 
axial plane trend is folded to a W.N.W. - E.S.E. or 
W.-.E. trend on the awnrnit of ri tao. 	(Sub-area 9, 
fig. 26). 	The orientation of these refolded structures 
will be discussed later. 
To the west and south-west of the Sean Chruaoh 
eynform the second minor folds do not show the correct 
movement sense for the fold but instead indicate that they 
are associated with an aritiform that closes to the south 
of Rois-Bhei.nn (flg.9). The fold closure of this major 
antiform does not occur in the area mapped, but the axial 
plane trend of the antiform is shown by the movement sense 
of the second minor folds. It is suggested that the 
Seann Chruach eynform is a large "minor" fold, and the 
second minor folds to the weot of An Stao and on ibis-
Bheinn are related to a major second antiform that 
closes to the south. 
The movement sense of the second minor folds in 
other parts of the area indicates the trace of the axial 
planes of second major folds, the closures of which are 
not present In the area mapped. 	It has already been 
shown that the movement sense of the minor folds in the 
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politic rocks to the south west of An Stao and on Role-
Bheinn indicate that the rocks are folded with an anti-
:form that closes to the south. At Sgurr na Ba Glaiss 
the axial plane trace of an antiform closing to the south 
is indicated by the movement sense of the minor folds, 
and on Diollaid Bheag the position of the axial plane 
trace of the complementary synform to the Garbb Leaohd 
antiform can be mapped. The trace of the axial planes 
of these second folds Is Illustrated in fig. 9. 
On Diollaid l3hsag the minor folds that are related 
to the synform north of the Garbh Leachd antlform indicate 
that this synform closes to the west at Creag Dhearg. 
The limbs of the fold are shown by the two pe].ltio bands 
that can be traced from Creag Dbearg eastwards to Sgurr 
ma Paite (Map I). The fold closure of this synform has 
not been mapped, but the paammitio rooks on Diollaid 
Bheag thin when traced westwards and the fold closure 
must lie in the unexposed ground immediately north of 
Creag Dhearg. The evidence suggests that the closures 
of two second major folds occur in this region, the folds 
being the adjacent synforms to the Garbh Leachd antiform. 
The par4mlnitio rook that is found in the core of the Garbh 
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Leachd antiform thins rapidly In Coire nan Gall and dies 
out when traced to Creag Dhearg, so that the pelitic 
horizons which define the limbs of the two eyzLforms 
coalesce. Thus at Creag Dhearg two second major eyn.forms 
are present, the Creag Dhearg Byflform with a N. N.E. 
S.S.W. axial plane trend, and the Coire nan Gall synform, 
the closure at which is not seen, with a N.W. - S.E. 
axial plane trend on Diollald Bheag. 	Tho minor folds 
of the Coire nan Gall synfor, like the minor folds of 
the Garbh Leachd antiform and Creag Dhearg syntorm, have 
been refolded during the third fold movement, and their 
axial plane trend varies from a U.N.W. - B.S.E. direction 
at Creag Dhearg, to an B. - W. direction on Diollald 
Bheag and a N.E. - S.W. direction on igurr na Paite. 
3. 	The Third-Fold Movement. 
The third event in the tectonic history of 
the area is the folding of the rooks into broad open 
folds that retold the structures of the first - and 
second-fold movements. The style of folding of this 
third movement period differs from that of the earlier 
movements, in that the third major folds are broad open 
structures that give rise to marked changes in the trend 
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of the foliation. 
Two major folds of this movement period have been 
mapped, the Diollaid Bheag antiform and the An tao anti-. 
:form. Third minor structures are common and are found 
throughout most of the area. The third minor folds are 
well developed in the pelitic rooks but are less common 
in the psanimitia rooks, where minor structures of the 
first and second fold movmente are well preserved. In 
the central part of the area, where the thud major folds 
are strongly developed, third minor folds are present in 
all rook types, but to the eastern and western margins 
of the area the third minor folds become lose common 
and are present only in the politic rooks. 	In the 
peammitio rocks west of An Stac minor structures of the 
third fold movement are absent. 
Third flinor Folds. 
The third minor folds are open asymmetric 
folds which, in contrast to the second folds, show no 
variation in style along the axial plane trend and the 
folded lithologloal units do not show narked tectonic 
thiokonin' or thinning when traced round the fold. The 
quarts—felepar folia of the migmatised politic rooks are 
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folded by the third minor folds and the micas (defining 
32 ) pass round the folds and have not been oriented 
Parallel to their axial planes ($ 4 ). 	No axial plane 
cleavage has been found with the third folds. 
The axial pianos of the third minor folds are 
inclined at a high angle to the foliation planes (fig. 
13). 
The angular relationship between the axial planes 
of the minor third folds and foliation is not constant 
and it depends upon the position of the minor fold in 
relation to the third major fold. 	On the limb of the 
major fold the axial planes of the minor folds are 
inclined to the foliation at an angle of 20 0 - 300  but 
at the major fold closure the trend of the axial planes 
of the minor folds is almost at right angles to the 
foliation. The style of the minor folds also varies, 
depending upon the pocition of the fold in relation to 
the major structure. On the major fold limbs the minor 
folds are open, asymmetric in style, while near the major 
fold closure they become very open, almost symmetrical 
folds trending nearly normal to the foliation. In the 
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Fig. 13. 	Profiles of minor structures of the 3rd fold movement. 
A from the pelitic 	rocks 	at Glenshian. 
B from the pelitic 	rocks of Diollaid Bheag 
C from the psommitic 	rocks E. 	of 	Diollaid 	Bheag 
D 	from the psammitic rocks of 	Druim Comhnordai9 
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are shallow, open folds (fig. 13) which have a similar 
axial trend to that of the major fold, the Diollajd 
Bheag antiform. 
Third Linear tructurea. 
The third linear structure is a mica crinkling 
(fig. 4 ), found only in the pelitlo rooks. 	The mica 
crinkling reflects the style of the third minor folds, 
being an open, asymmetric crinkle, in oontraat to the 
much tighter mica crinkle formed during the second fold 
movement. 
The axial structureD of the third fold movement 
do not show the great variation in amount and direction 
of plunge such as shown by the axial structures of the 
earlier movements. Throughout the area the plunge of 
the third minor structures remains nearly vertical and 
only rarely are plunges of lees than 700 observed. 	In 
any sub-area the direction of plunge remains constant, 
and the plunge of third minor axial structures reflects 
the axial plunge of the major folds. 
Major Folds. 
Diollaid Bheag Antll'orin. 
This is the largest major fold of this movement 
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period present in the area, and is a broad open fold, 
some two miles wide, the western and eastern limbs of 
which occur at Oreag Dhearg and Garbh Leachd. On Creag 
Dhearg the foliation trends in a N.N.E. - 	3.W. direction, 
at Druin i?iaolaoh the foliation shown a marked change in 
trend to a N.W. - S.E. direction which continues to the 
western slope of Garbh Leachd, where the foliation trend 
changes to a N.E. - .?T. direction. 	This iarge scale 
change in the trend of foliation, which defines the 
Diollaid Bheag antiforni, was described by J.E. Richey 
(1935) - (see pp8-9). 	Plotting the change in orientat- 
:ion of the foliation shows that the Diollaid Bhoag 
antiforni plunges at more than 800 to the S.S.W. (100 W. 
of S.) and has a N.N.E. - .SJI. axial plane trend (fig.14). 
By using the movement sense of the minor folds the axial 
plane of the .antiform can be traced from Diollaid l3heag 
southwards. 
The style of this major fold changes rapidly when 
traced inthe axial plane direction, the limbee of the 
fold becoming more appressed from Loch iilt southwards 
to the Druim ?iaclaoh ridge. (Map I). On the southern 
shore of Loch Elit the fold is indicated by a change in 
N 
FIG. 14. POLES OF FOLIATION PLANES 
AROUND THE DIOLLAID BHEAG ANTIFORM. 
CONTOURS 7,5,3,I 0/ PER P )  AREA 
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trend of the foliation from a N.N.E. - .3.W. direction 
to an E. - W. direction. 	To te south, on Diollaid 
Bheag, the antiform hac a broad open fold style with 
the foliation showing only a gradual change in trend. 
But on Druimin Piaclach the foliation trend changes 
rapidly from a 	- S.S.W. direction to a N.W. 	S.E. 
direction, and a similar rapid change in trend, from a 
N.W. - u.B. direction to a X.E. - S.W. direction, occurs 
at Garbh Leachd. The rapid change In foliation trend 
at Druim Piaclaoh and Garbh Leachd gives the fold a 
rectangular shape, for 11*  the area between Druim Piaclaoli 
and Garbh Leachd, the foliation has a fairly constant 
trend. 
The change in fold style of the Diollaid Bheag anti-
form has resulted In a marked tectonic thinning of the 
paammitic rocks present In the core of the Garbh Leaohd 
antiform (second fold). (Map II). 
The Diollaid Bheag antiforin, although a large 
structure, dies out very rapidly to the orth, and It 
only refolds the rooks of a restricted area. Reference 
to the Geological Survey 11 10 mile" map indIcata that the 
Diollaid Bheag antiform, north of Loch Elit, is repreeented 
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only by a gentle swing in the foliation trend, from a 
N.N.E. - .S.W. direction to a N.E. - S.W. direction. 
To the west and south west of Druim Piaclach, in the valley 
of Alit a Bhuiridh, the rooks have not been affected by 
this major fold and the N.N.E. - J.S.W. trend of the 
foliation is maintained. 
The axial plunge of the third minor folds is very 
steep, and only rarely are plunges of less than 700 
recorded. 
The dip of the axial planes of the third minor folds 
is nearly vertical, and dips of less than 750  are uncommon. 
By only alight changes in their orientation, the axial 
planes of the third minor folds may dip in opposite 
directions, so that on the limbs of the Diollaid Bheag 
antiform the axial planes of the third minor folds have 
variable directions of dip (sub—areas 10 9 11 9 12 9 Fig.26). 
The trend of the axial planes of the minor folds 
varies, for the axial pianos "fan" about the axial plane 
of the major fold. On the western limb of the Dio].laid 
Bheag antiforni the axial planes of the minor folds trend 
in & N.E. - S.W. direction (40 ° - 500 W. of s.), while 
on the eastern limb the trend of the axial planes is I.N.W. - 
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(200 30 0 Be of i.) 	The axial planes show a 
variation in trend from a N.E. - S.W. direction to a 
- J.S.E. direction, fanning some 600  about the 
axial plane trend of the major fold (10 0V1. of 8.) 
(Map. II). Only on Diollaid l3heag and Druim Conhnardaig 
do the axial planes of the minor folds have the same 
orientation as the axial plane of the major fold. No 
evidence is prosont to indicate that the fanning of the 
third minor folds about the axial plane trend of the 
major fold is the result of deformation by later movement. 
Third minor folds in that part of the area have not been 
seen refolded by later folds, and from Dioflaid Bhea 
southwards to Druim, Comhnardaig the axial plane of the 
third major fold has a constant N.N.E. - .$.W. trend. 
It is concluded that the fanning of the third minor folds 
about the axial plane of the Diollaid Bheag antiform is 
a primary feature of the third fold movement. 
In the south west of the area, at Rols-Bheinn and 
Sgurr ma Ba Glaiso, where the rooks have not been refolded 
by the Diollaid Bheag antiform, the N.E. - S.W. axial 
plane trend of the third minor folds is still seen. The 
third minor folds show a regular change in their axial plane 
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trend from a N.E. - S.W. direction to a N.N.W. - 
direction when traced from the western to the eastern 
boundary of the area mapped. (Map II). 
The Diollaid Bheag antiform refolds the structures 
of the first and second fold movements, and the orion-
:tation of these earlier minor structures can be followed 
round the antiform. Pig. 9 shows the axial plane traces 
of the second major folds that have been traced round the 
Diollaid Bheag antiform. 
The An Stao Jnt1form. 
The An 3tao antiform, which is about half a mile 
wide, is found on the north face of An Stao and by plotting 
the change in the orientation of the foliation planes it is 
seen that the antiform has an axial plunge of more than 
800 to the 	The axial plane trends in a N.E. - S.W. 
direction (sub-area 9, fig. 26). 	In contrast to the 
minor folds of the Diollaid Bheag antiforin, the axial planes o 
the third minor folds of the An utao antiform have a 
constant trend that is parallel to the axial plane trend 
of the major fold (sub-area 9, Pig.26). 	The axial plane 
trend of the An Stao antitoxin and associated minor folds 
is the same as the axial plane trend of the third minor 
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folds found to the south on Roia-Bheinn, and to the east 
on Druim Piaciach. Although the axial plane trend of the 
An tao antiform differs from the axial plane trend of the 
Dioflaid Bheag antiform, it is suggested that both these 
major folds are of the same generation. The minor folds 
and linear structures of each major fold are identical, 
and minor structures of one major fold are not seen to be 
refolded by those of the other. 
The An Stao antiform dico out within three quarters 
of a mile in the direction of its axial plane. 	To the 
east of Alit a Bhuiridhe no evidence of the fold is seen 
(Map I). On the western elope of An S tao the antifora 
disappears, and at the western junction of the pelitio 
rocks, the trend of the foliation shows a constant N.N.E. 
,W. direction. 
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4. The ourth-F F 	old Lovcment. 
Structures of the fourth-fold movement are only 
found In the south western part of the area. One fourth 
major fold has been mapped the axial plane of which trends 
in a N.J. - .E. direction, a trend that 18 almost normal 
to the axial plane trend of the major folds of the earlier 
movements. The major fold is found on the northern slope 
of RoIa-Bheinn andthe fourth minor structures are common 
in the region between An Stac and RoIe-Bheizm. Fourth 
minor structures also occur in the peanmiitio rocks of 
Sgurr na Ba Glaise, and minor folds which show a similar 
N.W. - .E. axial plane trend are present on 3eann Chruaoh. 
Fourth Minor Folds. 
Fourth minor folds are common In the politic rooks 
and are open asymmetric folds that are very similar in 
style to the third minor folds. They refold the quartz-
felspar folla of the pelitlo rooks, the micas of which 
(defining 	round the folds and hve not been 
oriented parallel to their axial planes (8 5 ). 	The 
style of the minor folds, which are approximately 6 - 9" 
wide with an amplitude of about 6", remains constant 
along the axial plane trace (fig. 15 ). 	The fourth 
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A. 	Fourth minor fold in pelitic rocks. 
B.C. 	Fifth folds in psommitic rocks west of An Stac 
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folds can vary from being open, asymmetric in style on 
the major fold limbs, to almost symmetrical folds near 
to the major fold closure. Fourth minor folds are only 
found in psar!mlitlo rooks on Sgurr na Ba Glalee. 	In 
some of the folds there is a band, some 2 wide, of pink 
colouration of the iainmitic rook along the axial plane 
trace. 	This pink colouration of the rocks is the result 
of the alteration of the felepare. 	Occasionally fractur- 
ing is seen along the axial plane of the fold and the 
alteration of the feispare may be a result of this fraotur-
:ing, or the affect of solutions introduced into the plane 
of fracture. 
Fourth Linear Utructurea. 
The fourth linear structure is a mica crinkling, 
formed in the pelitlo rocks, the crinkle showing the same 
orientation as the fourth minor folds. The crinkling Is 
a broad open crinkle and Is very similar to the mica 
crinkling of the third fold movement. 	No fourth linear 
structure has been found in the psammitic rooks. 
Fourth Major Fold. 
The fourth major fold is an antlform plunging at 
800 to the n.E. and having a N.W. 	S.E. axial plane trend. 
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It is found in the pelitlo rooks on the northern elope 
of Roia-.Bheizm arid the diagrams for sub-area 13 Illustrate 
th€ orientation of the minor structures of this fold. 
(fig. 26). The major fold has an open symmetrical style 
and the affect of it upon the orientation of the foliation 
and earlier structures is only very alight. 	It is not 
a large fold, being some 400 yards wide and it dies out 
rapidly when traced in the direction of the axial plane. 
No evidence of the fold ia seen in the psazumitio rooks 
to the wont and east of Rois-Bheinn. 
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THE FIFTH STRUCTURES. 
The fifth set of structures are only found in the 
peammitio rooks west of An 3tao, where they are quite 
commons 
The fifth folds are open aeyunetrio folds which in 
many exposures have the appearance of monoolinee, although 
some folds show a slight overturning (fig. 15). The 
folds are not consistently overturned in the same direction, 
and adjacent fifth folds showing opposed movement senses 
have been mapped. Most of the fifth folds are about 5-10 
yde. wide, and on Bealach Breao a fifth fold approximately 
200 yds. wide is present, plunging gently to the north. 
All the fifth folds have low axial plunges, commonly 
plunging at lees than 200  to the N.N.E., but some folds 
are found to plunge in the opposite direction. Because 
they are very open folds the dip of the axial planes is 
moderate (40 - 50 0 ), and depending upon the movement 
sense of the fold, they dip either to the E.S.E. or 
W.N.W. 	The axial planes have a N.N.E. - S.S.W. trend, 
parallel to the trend of the foliation. 
The age relationship of these folds with the third 
and fourth fold movements is not known. In the peammitio 
rooks minor first and second folds are present and are 
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folded by the fifth folds. :inor structures of the 
third and fourth fold movements do not 000i.u' in these 
pa&mitio rooks and their age relationship with the 
fifth folds in not known. The style, consistently 
low plunge and axial plane orientation of the fifth 
folds suggest that they are not related to the third 
and fourth movement periods. 
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E. DFORATION OF EARLY 3TRUCTURES BY LATER STRUCTURES, 
From the foregoing descriptive account of the 
major and minor structures of the different fold move-
:ments, it is evident that the early structures have been 
strongly deformed by the later fold episode.. The 
section that follows will describe the geometrical 
relationship between the earlier structures and those 
that retold them. 
1. Deformation of First-Fold truoturee by latex, 
movements. 
First minor structures are refolded about the 
axes of the major and minor folds of the later movements. 
Although first minor structures occur throughout the area 
they are not common, and the result of refolding the 
first minor structures about the axes of the later folds 
is not fully known. During the second and third fold 
movements reorystallisation took place and second and 
third linear structures, which overprinted and obliterated 
most of the first minor structures, were strongly developed. 
First minor folds can be traced round the second and 
third major folds. 	Then the poles of the axial planes of 
the first folds are plotted on a stereographic net they 
fall on a great circle, the axis of which is parallel to 
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the axle of the major fold that refolds them. Pigs. 16 
C , shows the orientation of the axial planes and axes of 
the first minor folds that can be traced round the Creag 
Dhearg synform (Second Fold) and round the Diollaid Bheag 
ant if orm (Third Fold). 
During the strong deformation of the second period 
of folding the first linear structures were destroyed, 
and refolding of first linear structures by second minor 
folds is not usually seen. Only in one exposure, which 
occurs in the peanunitlo rooks west of An 'tao, is a first 
linear structure seen to be refolded by a second minor 
fold. 	The first linear structure is preserved only on 
one limb.o,f the second fold, and the complete change In 
the orientation of the early structure is not known. 
The amount and direction of plunge of the first 
linear structures is very variable, even in areas where 
the axial plane trend of the first minor folds is con-
:etant, the plunge of the first linear structures shows 
considerable variation (sub-areas 1, fig. 26). 	The 
variation in plunge is the result of deformation by the 
second and third folds, but from the evidence available, 
It is not possible to distinguish between the affect of 
the second folds and the affect of the third folds upon 
FIG. lb. 	ORIENTATION OF , IST. AXIAL STRUCTURES, 
FOLD AXES AND LINEATIONS 
X POLES TO AXIAL PLANES 
A. FROM WHOLE AREA 	B. WHERE NO MAJOR 3RD 
FOLD IS PRESENT 
C. REFOLDED BY THE 	 D. REFOLDED BY THE 
DIOLLAID BHCAG 	 CREAG DHEARG SYNFORM 
ANTI FORM 
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the orientation of the first linear structures. 
First linear structures that are refolded by the 
Diollaid Bheag antiform (Third Fold), when plotted on 
a stereographic net, form a N.E. 	U.W. trending vertical 
great circle (fig. 16 ). 	The significance of this great 
circle pattern formed by the first linear structures will 
be discussed later. The first linear structures that 
can be traced round the Diollaid Bheag antiform have 
also been refolded by the second folds, and their orien-
:tation is the result of deformation by the 8000fld major 
folds as well as by the third major fold. 
In areae where no third minor folds are present, and 
no marked change in foliation trend occurs, the first 
linear structures show a variable plunge, and when plotted 
on a stereographic net, form a N.B. - .Vl trending partial 
vertical great circle (fig.16). 	In the an areas second 
linear structures also show great variation In amount and 
direction of plunge, and on a stereographic net they form 
a partial vertical great circle, the orientation of which 
is similar to that formed by the first linear structures 
(fig. 22). This variation in plunge of the second linear 
structures 18 the result of deformation by the third-fold 
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movement, so that the orientation of the first linear 
structures in the areas where no third folds are found, 
must be the result of deformation by the third folds as 
well as by the second folds. 
The amount of data available of first atruotures 
refolded by the second and third fold movements in insuf-
:ficient to describe the deformation of the first etruct-
surea In detail, during the later folding second and third 
linear structures were formed and the first linear 
structures were overprinted and destroyed. 
2. 	Deforsiatlon of the Second Pole by the Third Folds, 
As has already been described, the second major 
and minor folds have been refolded by the third fold 
movement. The axial planes of the major and minor folds 
can be traced round the axes of the third major folds and 
the second linear structures and fold axes show marked 
changes In orientation and amount of plunge. 
a) Major iecond Folds deformed by Major Third Folds, 
Two major third folds are present in the area 
mapped, the Diollald Bheag arxtlform and the much smaller 
An 3tao antiform. 
The N.N.E. - S.S.W. axial plane trend of the Diollald 
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Bheag antiform is similar to the axial plane trend of 
tho second major folds in areas where no third major 
fold occurs, but whereas the Diollaid Bheag antiform is 
a large open fold, the second major folds are tight, almost 
isoclinal folds, and the refolded second major folds 
show marked changes in their axial plane trend and axial 
orientation. 
The evidence of the structural mapping shows that 
the Diollaid Bheag antiform refolda at least four second 
major folds, the Drulam Conihnardaig aynform, the (Jreag 
Dhearg synform, the Garbh Leaohd antiform and the Coire 
nan Gall synform (fig. 9). By use of the movement sense 
of the second minor folds, the traces of axial planes of 
these major folds can be followed round the third major 
axitiform (see pp.%5-118). 
The orientation of the refolded axial planes of the 
second major folds reflects the change in style of the 
Diollaid Bheaa antiform (described on ppa5-26). 	VIhere 
the Diollaid Bheag azitiform is a broad open fold, as on 
Diollaid Bheag, the axial plane trace of the second major 
fold in that area reflects that style, but where the 
Diollaid Bheag antitorm is tightly appreesed, as on Druim 
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Fiaclach, and to the South of Garbh Leachd, the trace 
of the axial plane of the second major fold shows a 
marked change in trend. 
One result of the differing axial plane trends of 
the major folds is that the fold create of the complementary 
synforme to the Garbh Leachd antiform (Second Fold) join 
together at Creag ihearg. The evidence of the minor 
structures Indicates that the two eynforms at Creag Dhearg 
show differing axial plane trends, the Creag Dhearg eynform 
having a N.N.E. - .S.W, axial plane trend while the Coire 
nan Gall synform shown a N. - S. or N.N.W. 	S.S.E. axial 
plane trend. Prom their confluence at Czeag Dhearg, the 
axial planes of the synforma diverge (fig. 9). 
A result of the refolding of the second major folds 
about the Diollaid Bheag antiform Is that the limbs and 
axial planes of the refolded major folds have the same 
direction of dip. 	The poles to the foliation planes of 
both limbs of the second folds, when plotted on a stereo-
:graphic net, fall on the same great circle, the axis of 
which Is parallel to the axis of the Diollaid Bheeg anti-
iform. At the crests of the second major fold., the 
affect of folding about the third major antiform has not 
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resulted in the foliation planes of both limbs of the 
second folds having the name orientation, and plotting 
the poles to the foliation planes at the crest of the 
second folds, a great circle pattern is formed on a etere-
:ographio net, the axis of which is parallel to the axis 
of the second fold. The axial orientations of the Creag 
Dhearg synform, the Druim Comhnardaig syn.forin and the 
Garbh Leaohd antiform have been determined by plotting the 
poles to the foliation planes from the crests of these 
second major folds (sub-areas 5, 16 9 7; fig. 26). 	The 
axis of the Creag Dhearg ayn!orm plunges at 800  to the 
S.S.W. and that of the Garbh Leachd antiform plunges at 
850 to the N.E. 
The axial plunge of the second major folds can only 
be determined from the orientation of the foliation planes 
at the fold crests, for along the axial plane trace of the 
major folds, the foliation planes have a constant trend, 
and the axial plunge to the major folds is indicated by the 
axial plunge of the aaociated second minor folds. 
Plotting. the second minor folde of the Ccii's nan 
Gall aynform, Garbh Lmohd antiforin, Creag Dhearg synform, 
and Druim Conthnardaig synform, ehowa that the axes of the 
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Creag Dhearg synform and Druim Comhnardaig eynf arm main-
:tain a steep plunge of 80 when refolded by the third 
major fold, but the axial plunges of the Ga.rbh Leaehd 
antiform and Coire nan Gall eynform show great variation. 
On the western limb of the third major fold the Garbh 
Leaohd ant if arm and Co ire nan Gall eynform have very 
steep plunges (800), but on the core and eastern limb 
of the third fold their axial plunges are very variable, 
and to the west of Garbh Leaohd have gentle plunges of 
30 ° to the S.W. (fig. 	17). 
b) Deformation of eoond rinor Folds by Third 
Major ?old8. 
Minor second structures are folded about the 
axes of the third major folds. 	1nor second folds can 
be traced round the Diollald Bheag antiform and their 
axial planes show changes in orientation through an angle 
of almost 180° . On fig. 20 are plotted the poles to the 
axial planes of the second minor folds that are refolded 
by the Diollald Bheag antiform, and it can be seen that 
they fall along a great circle, the axis of which plunges 
very steeply to the .s.w., an orientation almost parallel 
to the axis of the third iajor fold. 
Figurt 17  
Orientation of the axial and linear structures 
aeeooiatsd with the major aeoond folds folded by the third 
Diollaid Bheag Antiform, 
Ooire nan Gall synform. 
Garbh Leaohd antiform. 
Creag Dhearg synfora. 
Druia Oomhnardàig synform. 
On W. limb of 	 On core of 	 On E. limb of 








The axial plane orientation of the refolded second 
minor folds reflects the change in style of the third 
major fold (of. major folds, see above). 	This can be 
shown in stereographic nets prepared of the poles to the 
axial planes of the second minor folds on Druinim Piaclach, 
in the area east of Creag Dhearg, and from the area 
immediately south of Loch Elit, these aresm being found on 
the western limb of the Diollald Bheag ait±form. (fig.19). 
On Druim Piaolaob the second axial planes show a 
variation in trend between N.N.E. - S.S.W. and N.W. - .E, 
direction; to the east of Creag Dhearg the second axial 
planes show a smaller variation in trend from a N.S. to a 
N.W. direction; to the south of Loch Elit the axial planes 
of the second folds show only a limited variation in trend, 
having a fairly constant E. - W. trend. This change In 
the amount of variation of the axial plane trend of the 
second folds is the result of the change in style of the 
Diollard heag antiform. 
Second minor folds are folded about the An .,tao 
antiform, the axial plane of which trends in a N.E. - 
S.W. direction. 	On a stereographic net, the poles to the 
axial planes of the second folds folded about the An Stao 
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antiform form a great circle pattern, the axle of which 
plunges steeply to the S.W., an orientation that is sub—
:parallel to the axle of the third major fold. (Sub—area 
9 9 fig. 26). 
Second linear structures and fold axes of second 
minor folds show great variation in amount and direction 
of plunge. 	Individual second minor folds are found that 
show a variation in plunge from t e horizontal to nearly 
vertical, and "canoe shaped" folds occur. 	This rapid 
variation in plunge occurs even in areas where no third 
minor folds are found, and where second minor folds show 
a constant axial plane trend • 	If the variable plunge 
of the second linear structures is the result of deforma-
:tion by the third folds, then the style of the later 
folding was such that the plung€ of the second linear 
structures could be distorted without the formation of 
third folds. The evidence suggests that the amount of 
variation in plunge of the second linear structures 
depends on the rock type, for In politic rocks the plunge 
of the linear structures Is fairly constant, but In 
peRmitio rooks the amount of plunge Is much more variable 
(see pp.fl-\). 
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The influence of rook type upon the plunge of the 
second linear structures is also apparent in the area 
that has been refolded by the Diollaid Bheag antiform. 
In the politic rocks of Boinn Coire nan Gall and Druimm 
Piaclach the plunge of the second linear structures is 
consistently steep and plunges of lees than 700 are not 
common. In the psaitic rooks of Diollaid Bheag and 
Garbh Leaohd there is considerable variation in amount 
and direction of plunge of the second linear structures, 
the plunge, although commonly steep (70 - 800), varies 
from almost horizontal to almost vertical (Map II). 
The second linear structures refolded by the Diollaid 
Bhsag antiform, when plotted on a stereographic net, form 
a N.E. 	S.W. trending vertical great circle. (fig. 18). 
The significance of the orientation of these refolded 
second linear structures will be discussed later. 
Like the second linear structures that have been 
found in pelitio rooks in other parts of the area, the 
second linear structures folded by the An Stac antiform 
have very steep plunges, and structures plunging at less 
than 70 0 do not occur. Although these refolded linear 
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:etant].y steep plunge they plot as a cluster on the 
stereographic net, their orientation changing from a 
steep plunge to the 8.3.W. to a steep plunge to the s.E. 
or E. 	(Sub-area 9 fig. 26)0 
Second linear structures have not been seen to be 
folded by third minor folds, and in exposures where a 
second minor fold is folded about the axis of a third 
minor fold, only the third linear structure is present, 
parallel to the axis of the third minor fold. In areas 
refolded by the third major folds, most of the second 
linear structures were destroyed by the intense defoz'nia-
:tion of the third folding. Second linear structures are 
common in areas where the affect of the third fold 
movement is not strong and in such areas third minor 
folds are only present in the politic rooks. No examples 
have been seen of second linear structures refolded by 
these third minor folds. 	The &ffihlge in orientation oi. 
the second linear structures by the third fold movement is 
only seen on the major scale, where second linear 
structures can be traced round the axes of the third major 
folds. 









FIG. 19. 	Variation in trend of axial pones of 	2nd minor 
folds as a result of chanqe in shape of the 
Diolloid Bheoq Antifotm. 
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3. DEFORMATION OF EARLIER TRUCTURES BY THE FOURTH POLDS. 
Deformation of early structures by the fourth 
folds is restricted to the south western part of the area 
mapped. 
The fourth major fold Is a broad, open fold some 
250 yds. wide (see pp.IP-t), and the refolded early minor 
folds show only slight changes in their axial plane trend. 
Only two first, seven second folds and one third fold 
have been seen to be refolded by the fourth major fold. 
The trends of the early major folds have not been affected 
by the major fourth fold, which dies out rapidly in the 
direction of its axial plane, and the trend of the axial 
planes of the major second folds present in the south 
western part of the area have not been deformed. 
4. 	STYLE OF TIE SiCONJ) jUTh TUI1LD FOLDS. 
The results of work by L.E. ieies (1959) and 
J.G.Rameay (1960) show that the geometry of refolded 
originally rectiliniar structures is governed by the 
style of the later folding. Linear atructures that are 
deformed by Concentric folding have their locus on a 
partial cone and when plotted on a stereographic net 
they lie along a partial small circle. Linear structures 
that are refolded by Similar folding hayc their locus on a 
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plane and on a stereographic net they form a great circle 
pattern. 	In Similar folding,movement takes place In B-. 
plane. parallel to the axial plane of the fold, and J.G. 
Ramsay (1960) states that the movement direction ('a'-axis) 
can be calculated from the following facts ; 
the axial plane, i.e. the shear surface, of the 
Similar fold contains the 'a'-axia 
the plane containing the variably oriented early 
linear structure Is controlled by the movement 
direction (a-.axio) and by the Initial orientation 
of the linear structure. 
On a stereographic net the movement direction (1-axis) 
Is given by the intersection of the great circles formed 
by the refolded linear structures and the axial plane of 
the later fold. 
In Similar folds an axial plane cleavage may be 
present, and the refolded lithological units usually 
become thicker on the crest of the fold and thinner on 
the fold limbs (de Sitter 1956). 
In Concentric folding movement takes place In 
planes parallel to the foliation and the thickness of the 
folded strata, when measured perpendicular to the foliation, 
FIG. 20, 	POLES TO AXIAL PLANES OF 
2ND MINOR FOLDS FOLDED BY 
THE DIOLLAID BHEAG ANTIFORM. 	CONTOURS: 
10,7, 5, 3, 1%  PER 1 0/0 AREA. 
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remains unchanged. Concentric folds tend to die out in 
the direction of the axial plane (do Sitter 1956). 
By applying the results of the work of L.E. 7eies 
and J.G.Iwieay to the area mapped, an attempt has been 
made to determine the style of folding and direction of 
movement of the Second and Third fold movements. J.G. 
Ramsay (1960) states that Concentric folding is very rare 
in the Scottish Highlands where most of the folding is of 
Similar type (1960 p. 76). 	L.LWeiso states th;t the ideal 
geometry of Similar or Concentric folds will only rarely occur 
in nature, and most folds are formed by a combination of 
the two mechanisms of folding (1959 p. 105). 
a) 	Style of the Second Polds. 
Certain features of the second folds suggest 
that they are Similar Folds. The second minor folds 
commonly show an axial plane cleavage parallel to the 
second axial planes, and the lithological unite folded 
by the minor second folds show marked thickening on the 
fold crest, and thinning on the fold limbs (fig. 10). 
The major second folds are tight, almost isoclinal folds 
that maintain their shape in the direction of the axial 
plans. 
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The style of the second folds cannot be determined 
from the orientation of the refolded first linear 
structures (of. Ramsay, 1960), for the amount of data 
available of first linear structures refolded by second 
folds is insufficient to show the geometry of the refolded 
first linear structures. The movement direction (a-axis) 
of the second folds cannot, therefore, be calculated. 
First linear structures have been refolded by second 
folds and by third folds and it has not been possible, on 
the evidence available, to distinguish between the affect 
of the second folds and that of the third folds upon the 
orientation of the first linear structures (ppw-Ii). 
Style of the Third Folds. 
The foliation planes and the axial planes of 
the major and minor second folds are nearly vertical 
throughout the area and these planar structures are vertical 
in parts of the area where no third major and minor folds 
are found. It is suggested that before the third fold 
movement 000urred the foliation planes and the axial 
planes of the second folds were nearly vertical and the 
third major and minor folds, which have vertical axial 
planes and axial plunges, were superposed upon already 
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vertical rook. The axial plunge of the second folds 
before the third folds were formed is not known. Through-
:out the area the axial Dlunge of the second minor folds 
is very variable, and plotting the axial orientation of 
all the second minor folds on a stereographic net, a 
N.E. 	S.W. trending partial great circle is formed which 
shows a strong maxima plunging at 750  to the S.S.W. (fig. 
21). Major fold axes determined from the change in 
orientation of the foliation planes have nearly vertical 
plunges. The axial orientations of the second folds are 
distorted by the third fold movement and the original axial 
plunge of these fole cannot be determined. 
A stereographic projection of the second linear 
structures refolded by the Diollaid Bheag antiform (third 
fold) shows that they tall on a N.E. - S.W. trending vertical 
great circle (fig. 9) 9 which suggests that the third major 
antiform is a Similar fold (of. Ramsay, 1960, p.92). 
Moreover, the variably oriented second linear structures in 
areas where no third minor folds are found, and where the 
axial planes of the second minor folds show a constant 
trend, lie along a N.E. - S.W. trending vertical great 
circle. The great circle pattern formed by these second 
N 
FIG. 21. 	PLOT OF 2ND. AXIAL STRUCTURES 
FROM WHOLE AREA. 
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linear structures has a trend very similar to that of the 
foliation of the area. By plotting the poles to the 
foliation planes, it can be seen that they form a strong 
maximum which is nearly perpendicular to the great circle 
Pattern formed by the second linear structures. (fig.22). 
The refolded second linear structures do not form a 
small circle pattern on a stereographic net, and therefore 
the third folds are not Concentric in style. (of. L.E. Weiss, 
1959; J.G. RamRay, 1960). 
J.G. Ramsay (1960) stated that if the movement 
direction (a-axis) of Similar folding was within the plane 
of foliation, no fold will develop, but earlier linear 
structures would be distorted. The vertical groat circle 
formed by the second linear structures in areas where no 
third minor folds ocoir, may be the result of a third 
movement lying in, or near to, the plane of foliation and 
the second linear structures have been distorted, without 
the formation of third folds. Other features however 
suggest that the style of the third folds and orientation 
of the refolded second linear structures is complex. 
The intersection of the vertical great circle formed 
by the refolded second linear structures with the vertical 
N 
FIG. 22. 	ORIENTATION OF 2ND AXIAL STRUCTURES 
IN ALLT A BHUIRIDH, WHERE THE TREND OF 
FOLIATION 	IS CONSTANT. POLES TO 	FOLIATION 
CONTOURED: 12,9,6 1  3, 1 0/0 PER 1 0/o AREA. 
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axial plane of the Diol].ajd Bheag antiform indicates that 
the movement direction (t-axis) is nearly vertical, and 
sub-parallel to the axis of the third major fold (fig. 18). 
The orientation of the 'a axial (70 0 towards 190 0 ) is 
approximately the same as the axial orientation of the 
Diollaid Bheag antiforili. By a nearly vertical movement 
direction it is not possible to form third folds, other 
than very open folds, that have nearly vertical axial 
plunges and which close sideways. 	It Is also difficult 
to reconcile an antiform that plunges to the ,S.W. with 
a movement direction that Indicates almost vertical move- 
zment from the :.S.V. 	If the Diollald l3heag antifornt Is 
a Similar fold, it might be expected that movement would 
take place from a N.N.E. direction towards a ,w. 
direction, i.e. the calculated movement direction (a-axis) 
would plunge at a moderate angle to the N.N.E. Moreover, 
as has been mentioned above, the evidence suggests that 
before the third-fold movement took place, the foliation 
Planes were nearly vertical, and with a nearly vertical 
movement direction In nearly vertical rook no third folds 
should form. 
Second linear structures refolded by the An Stac 
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antiform do not form a great circle pattern. The plunge 
of the second linear structures remains steep when traced 
round the axis of the later fold and they plot as a 
cluster on the stereographic net. 	(Sub—area 9 fig.26). 
The thitti minor folds show features which are not 
consistent with a Similar fold style. The axial plane 
trend of the third minor folds fan some 600 about the 
axial plane trend of the major fold, and the refolded 
lithologioal unite, when traced round the third minor 
folds do not show marked tectonic thickening on the fold 
create and thinning on the fold limbs. 
Despite the evidence provided by the deformation of 
the second linear structures, the third folds cannot be 
described as ideally Similar folds and the orientation of 
the refolded second linear structures may be the result of 
refolding by third folds in which both the mechanisms of 
Similar and Concentric folding have taken place. The 
great circle pattern formed by the refolded second linear 
structures shows a horizontal spread of some 300 (fig.18), 
This wide spread of the refolded linear structures may be 
the result of an initial deformation by third folds that 
were Concentric in style, with the formation of a small 
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circle pattern, but subsequent deformation in a Similar 
manner re-oriented the deformed second linear structures 
so that the email circle pattern was destroyed and a 
partial great circle, having considerable horizontal 
spread, was formed. During the later phase of Similar 
folding the second linear structures, in areas where no 
third minor folds are found, were deformed into a great 
circle pattern, the orientation of which is nearly emil-
:lar to that formed by the second linear structures 
refolded by the Diollaid Sheag antiforin. (fig. 22). 
Another possible explanation of the geometry of the 
second linear structures concerns the original orientation 
of the second linear structures. The ideal geometrical 
pattern of linear structures refolded by either Concentric 
or Similar folds will only be produced if the linear 
structures were originally rectilinear. 	In the politic 
rooks of the area the second linear structures have a 
steep plunge, while in the psaxnniitio rooks the plunge of 
these structures is very variable. This evidence sug;eete 
that the plunge of the second linear structures, as a 
result of later deformation, was controlled to some extent 
by rook type. It is possible that the second linear 
l7. 
structures had a variable plunge before the third-fold 
movement took place, and a variation in plunge may be 
the result of 
the superposition of the second folds upon already 
laoclinally folded rock. 
during the second-fold movement minor folds o 
variable plunge, but constant axial plane trend, 
were formed. 
Previous work (L.E.Weies and D.B. McIntyre 1957, 
J.G. Ramsey 1958a 1959b) has shown that the axial 
orientation of later folds is governed by the orientation 
of the fold limbs of the earlier folds. In the area 
mapped the fold limbs, axial planes of the first isoclinal 
folds are parallel to the foliation and the second folds 
were superposed upon rock that contained only one p1iar 
structure. Thus it is doubtful If the variable plunge 
of the second linear structure is the result of their 
superposition upon rook In which all planar structures 
were parallel. 
It is difficult to envisage a style of second folding 
that would produce such a rapid variation In axial plunge 
of the second folds (plateTBill ), and it is assumed that the 
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second linear structures were originally rectilinear. 
It must be concluded that the third fold style is 
complex, and it is not possible to state that the third 
folds are ideally Similar or Concentric folds. The 
three suggested explanations of the evidence available 
may be summa rised as follows a.- 
The third folds are pure Similar folds and the 
second linear structures refolded by the Diollaid Bheag 
antllorm form a great circle pattern, which is presumed 
to be attributable to the third fold movement. The object-
:ion to this explanation is that the calculated movement 
direction (a - axle) Is sub-parallel to the axis of the 
third major fold. 	Further, the calculated .-axis indicates 
movement from a S.S.W. to a N.N.E. direction, and this 
movement it difficult to reconcile with a third antiform 
that plunges steeply to the S.S.W. 
During the third folding both the mechanisms of 
Similar and Concentric folding took place. 	It the third 
folds are not ideally Similar in style then the refolded 
second linear structures will not form a great circle 
pattern and the movement direction cannot be oaloulatee 
o) The refolded second linear structures were not 
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originally reotilinear,and the ideal geometry of refolded 
linear structures by either Concentric or Similar folding 
will not be produced. But as the small-scale variation 
and large-scale variation in plunge of the second linear 
structures agree and are equally large, it is probable 
that these structures were originally rectilinear. 
Concluding Statement. It is evident from the foregoing 
account that the determination of the style and movement 
of the later folds by study of the orientation of the 
refolded early linear structures has led to complicated 
and conflicting results. Second folds have the appearance 
of imi1ar folds, but the amount of data of first linear 
structures refolded by second folds is insufficient for the 
style of the second folds to be determined by the method 
suggested by Weins (1959) and Ramsay (1960). 	Becond 
linear structures refolded by the third Diollald Bheag 
antiform appear to form a great circle pattern, but the 
calculated direction of transport is sub-parallel to the 
axis of the third major fold. 	It may be that the orient- 
:ation of the second linear structures and the third folds 
has been modified by subsequent movement, but there is no 
evidence to support thiu suggestion. 
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It is tentatively proposed that the third folds are 
not ideally Similar folds. The apparent great circle 
pattern of the refolded linear structures is the result 
of the third folds having a style that is a combination 
of Concentric folding and Similar folding and the orienta-
ition of these linear structures cannot be used to determine 
a direction of transport for Similar folding. 
P. PETROPABRIC ANALYSIS 
The quartz and mica fabric of the rocks of the 
area has only ben very briefly investigated. The specimens 
that have been studied were chosen so that the fabric 
patterns could be related to distinct megasoopia structures 
of known age. The relationship between the miorofabric 
and the large scale structural features could thus be 
studied directly. 
It is evident that since the area has undergone a 
complex sequence of defortiona, the history of the quartz 
and mica fabric will be equally complex. As will be 
shown later, the rooks have undergone reorystallisation 
during, or after, each fold movement, and the several phases 
of recrystallisation must have modified the quartz and mica 
fabric patterns. 
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The dominant fabric pattern shown by the quarts 
is a 'oloft' girdle of quartz 0-axes at right angles to 
the megaaoopio axial structure. 	'07ith one exception, in 
the specimens studied there is no clear distinction 
between the fabric patterns of different ages, and it has 
not been possible to recognise the influence of the 
different fold movements upon the present miorofabrio 
of the rooks. 
Pour quartz fabric diarauis have been prepared from 
a first minor isoclinal fold present in the peanmitio 
rocks some 40 yda. . of Glenshian, (fig. 23). 	The 
quartz of the psainmitlo rook has completely roorystallleed 
and shows no evidence of a dimensional orientation. 
Within the sane outcrop second minor folds are common. 
The quartz fabric shows an incomplete girdle pattern 
containing a strong maximum perpendicular to the fold 
axis and inclined to the axial plane of the fold at an 
angle of 100 (dlaga. D. C, D fig. 23). 	In the fabric 
diagrams from the two limbs of the fold the maxima are 
more strongly developed and the girdle pattern is lees 
obvious. 
The quartz-fabrjo from a first isoclinal fold on 
Pigju'e 23. 
Quarts orientation diagrams from a first isoclinal 
fold, 150 yards south of Glenehian. 
Location of diagrams in first fold. 
250 c-axes from field 1. 
0. 250 c-axes from field 2. 
250 c-axes from field 3. 
200 c-axes from field 4. 
Contours at 1-2-3-4-5% per 1% area. 






Sean Chruach shows a different fabric pattern, in that no 
strong maximum is present, the quartz o-axee being oriented 
into an incomplete 'cleft' girdle at right angles to the 
fold axis (diag .A )  fig. 25). 
Quarts fabric diagrams have been prepared from four 
specimens containing second axial structures. Pig. 24 
shows the fabric diagrams from a second minor fold present 
in the paaizuuitjc rocks south of Glenshian, and occurring 
in the same exposure as the first isoolinal fold described 
above. The specimen is the only example that has been 
found in which a first linear structure is seen to be 
refolded by a second minor fold. The quartz fabric shown 
a strong maximum inclined to the fold axle at an angle of 
20 - 30 and an incipient, incomplete girdle at right angles 
to the second fold axis. On the fold crest the girdle 
pattern is well developed, but on the limbo of the fold 
the girdle 18 lees obvious while the maximum is very 
strong. It is significant that the maximum is oriented 
perpendicular to the first linear structure (diag. 4, 
fig. 24). The quartz m1orofgbric of the second axial 
structures from other parts of the area show a 'cleft' 
girdle pattern at right angles to the second axial structure 
YiRure 24. 
Quarts orientation diagram from a second minor fold, 
150 yards south of Glenshian. 
A. Location of diagrams in second fold. 
1 9 2 9 3 250 oaxsm, perpendicular to axis of second 
fold. 
4. 200 o--axes perpendicular to first lineation. 
Contours at 124W8% per 1% area. 









Fabric diagrams of specimens containing third 
axial structures show incomplete 'cleft' girdle patterns 
(diage.E.F fig. 25). 	Diagrams 	show the quartz and 
biotite mioro.fabrio from a pelitio rook in which the 
third mica crinkling is present. The girdle pattern 
of the biotites is well developed but that of the quarts 
is lees well defined. This may indicate that during 
subsequent r.crystailisation the quarts was more readily 
re-oriented than the biotite. 
Conclusion. 
The fabric pattern shown by the isoclinal fold in 
the psmmitio rocks south of Glenahian uuggests that in 
the first fabric there wau a development of a maximum 
lying approximately in the ac-plane. The fabric 
diagrams of the osoond minor folds from the same outcrop 
indicate that this first maximum has been preserved 
despite the strong deformation of the second fold move- 
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iment. Elsewhere in the area there is no evidence of 
thie first fabric maxima and the minor isoclinal fold 
from cleann Cruach shows a 'cleft' girdle fabric, indicating 
that the quarts has been, at least partially, re-oriented 
Figure 25. 
Petrofabric diagram from axial structures of 
different ages. 
250 c-axe. from & first minor fold in the peaznTn 4 tic 
rooks of Seann Chruaoh, Contours 1.2-3-4% per 1% area. 
300 c-axes from a second minor fold in a oslo-silicate 
band on Druim Piaclach summit. 
Contours 1-2-3-4-5% per 1 area. 
300 c-axes from second minor fold in peammitic rook, 
east of Dio].laid Bheag summit. 
Contours 1-2-3% per 1% area. 
300 c-axon from specimen showing second linear 
structure from the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh. 
Contours 1-2-3-4-5-6% per 1% area. 
250 c-axes from specimen containing third mica crinkle, 
from politic rooks east of Druim Fiaclach summit. 
Contours 1-2-3-4% per 1% area. 
250 c-axes from specimen containing third mica crinkle, 
from politic rooks east of Druim Fiaclach awnmft. 
Contours 1-2-3-4% per 1% area. 
250 poles to cleavage planes of biotites from same 
specimen an P. 	Contours 1-2-3-4-5% per 1% area. 
AP axial plane. 
— first fold axis. 
— second axial structure. 
b. — third axial structure. 













during the subsequent fold movements. The cleft girdle 
must post-date this first isoclinal fold but its age-
relationship with the girdle fabrics of the second and 
third movements is not known. 
The 'cleft' girdle pattern shown by the axial 
structures of different ages is difficult to Interpret. 
Although the study of the megascoplo structural data 
indicates four periods of doling, the miorofabrjo 
associated with these fold movements, except in one 
example, cannot be clearly distinguished. The girdle 
fabrics have been described as "cleft" girdles, but it 
Is possible that they may represent double girdles, 
formed by the superposition of two inclined girdle 
fabrics of different ages. Definite ac-girdle patterns 
have not been found, and it may be that the absence of 
true ac-girdles Is due to the complex movement history, 
the 'cleft' girdles resulting from the complex relationship 
between fabric patterns of different ages. 
G. CONCLUDING STATENT. 
The structural study of the area mapped shows 
that the rooks have suffered four periods of folding, and 
because of the superposition of folds of one generation 
165. 
upon those of another, the geometry of the axial and 
planar structures of eaoh fold movement is complex. 
Despite the complexity of the folding however, the 
structural mapping has shown that there is a constant 
relationship between the large scale and small scale 
structures of the same generation. 	It haa been only 
by the detailed analysis of the structural elements on 
all scales that the movement history of the rooks has 
been established. 
As a result of the complex movement history the 
rooks throughout most of the area have a nearly vertical 
disposition. It Is not knnwn at what stage in the 
movement history the rooks became vertioal, but there 
is sufficient evidence to show that before the third 
fold movement took place the rooks were vertically 
oriented. 	G.P.Laedal (1952) has indicated that the 
?.lolne rocks are steeply inclined in a belt of mountain-
:oua country that extends from the Bound of Mall in the 
south, to Rose-shire in the north. 	To the east of the 
vertically Inclined rooks, in a belt some 10-15 mis. 
wide, and west of the Great Glen, the Moms rocks are 
gently inclined into a "flat belt" (OP-cit. 1952 p.37). 
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It is interesting to note that the western and eastern 
boundaries of the area of vertically oriented rocks are 
approximately coincident with the western and eastern 
boundaries of the zone of regional injection (see also 
T.N. Clifford, 1957). 
W.Q. Kennedy (1955), in his structural interprets-
ztion of Morar, states that the "evelope" of the Morar 
dome represents the Morar nappe, and is made up of Molne 
rooks in atratigraphica]. succession that have been thrust 
westwards over the rocks of the "core" before regional 
injection and metamorphism had taken place (see pp.tk-ao). 
In the area mapped,the rocks were isoolirmily folded before 
the period of migmatisatlon, and it may be reasonable to 
suggest a structural correlation between the first fold 
movement of the area mapped and the first movement episode 
of Morar - the foriation of the Morar nappe. Further 
structural correlation with Morar is difficult. Kennedy 
(1955) states that the Morar dome developed during the 
time of the formation of the ?iorar nappe. The Morar 
Basal Thrust however, is folded by the Morar dome, and 
this may suggest thatthe formation of the dome poet-dates 
the Morar nappe. Kennedy also concluded that tM Morar 
L 1 . 
dome was formed before regional injection and aetamor.. 
iphism. The evidence from the area mapped indicates 
that regional injection and metamorphism took place 
after the first fold movement (equivalent to the Morar 
nappe), but preceded and accompanied the second period 
of folding. It may be suggested that the second fold 
movement of the area is structurally equivalent to the 
Morar dome, in which case the formation of the ?iorar do=  
may have taken place during the time of regional injection 
and metamorphism and not, as Kennedy suggested, at an 
earlier period. 
ouch a structural correlation is only tentative, and 
until a detailed structural study is carried out In Morax' 
and the adjacent regions, a definite structural correla-. 
ztion cannot be established. The evidence from the area 
mapped clearly Indicates that the structural history of 
the rooks I. extremely complicated, and, as the work of 
Richey and Kennedy (1939) and Kennedy (1955) has shown, 
the structural history of adjacent areas Is equally complex. 
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IV. TJL AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF METAMORPHISM, 
MIGMATISATION AND FOLDING 
Using the conclusions reached during the structural 
and petrographical studies of the rocks, an attempt can 
be made to establish the age relationships of metamorphism, 
migmatisation and folding. 
The petrographical study indicates that all the rooks 
of the area have undergone complete reoryetallieation 
which must have taken place during or after the last 
period of deformation. Quartz and felapar crystals only 
locally show alight evidence of strain and bent or broken 
mica crystals have not been seen. Moreover, as will be 
desoribed, the evidence indicates that the rooks, at 
least in certain parts of the area, have reorystallised 
during or after each fold movement. 
It has already been shown that during the period 
of migmatisation the politic rooks throughout the area 
were transformed into oligoolaae-biotite-gneisa and, 
ba ally, granite gneiss. Only in the central and eastern 
parts of the area do the psammitic rooks show the effects 
of miginatisation, and in the valley of Alit a Bhuiridh 
and to the west of An Stac and Roia-Bheinn the pearnm1tio 
rooks are unmigmatiaed. 
I 
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The quarts-'oligoolaae felopar folia of the gneisses 
are developed within the foliation plane 	and the 
axial plane cleavage (S 3 )of the second minor folds found 
in the central part of the area. Rodding structures of 
the second fold movement, in the area where the rooks are 
niigmatiaed, consist of quarts, oligoolase felspar and 
occasional crystals of mica and garnet. The rodding 
associated with the first fold movement, in contrast to 
the mineralogical composition of the second rods, consists 
only of quartz. As Wilson (1953) has shown, rodding 
structures are formed from the shearing and disruption of 
pre-existing veins, so that the evidence suggests that 
miginatisation took place alter the first fold movement, 
but before the second period of folding. The quartz-  
felspar folia present within the axial plane cleavage 
of the second minor folds may indicate that migmatisation 
was still active during the second fold movement and it is 
concluded that migmatisation preceded and accompanied the 
second period of folding. In the unmigmatised rooks west 
of An Stac and Rois-Bheinn the second rodding structures 
are made up only of quartz, which suggests that the 
mineralogical composition of the second rodding structure 
In related to the period of migmatisation. 
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Within the oiigoolase-biotite-gneiss and the striped 
and banded rooks aillimaiite is common as 'knots' elongated 
parallel to the foliation 	and, locally, on Sgurr na 
Ba Glaise, ii11fn4te is present in second quartz-
oligoolase felspar rode. The age of the aillimanite is 
not definitely known. Kennedy (1949) states that the 
outer limit of the aillimanite isograd conforms with the 
western boundary of migmatisation (op. cit. p.55) and it 
is probable that in Moidart, sillimanite is not found 
west of the zone of migmatisation (Richey, 1930). Although 
there is no direct evidence for the correlation, it is 
suggested that the ail].imanite developed during the period 
of migmatisation. At the same time as the formation of 
the aillimanite, it is probable that, within the cab-
silicate rocks, the mineral assemblages characteristic 
of the anorthite-pyroxene and anorthite-'hornblende 
metamorphic zones (equivalent to the kyanite and cull-
manite metamorphic zones of the pelitio rooks) were 
developed. In the unmigmatised rooks in the western 
part of the area the mineral assemblage characteristic 
of the zoisite metamorphic zone (equivalent to the garnet 
zone of the politic rooks) was formed. 
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The hornblendes and pyroxenes of the oalo-'eilioate 
rooks, however, are not strongly oriented, but instead, 
appear to have a rather haphazard arrangement within the 
plane of the foliation. The lack of a strong dimensional 
orientation may suggest that these minerals developed when 
folding was not taking place, and they may have formed 
before or after the second fold movement. If they grew 
after the second fold movement, then the formation of the 
anorthite-hornblende and anorthite—pyroxene mineral 
assemblages postdates the period of migmatisation. It 
seems more probable that the anorthite—pyroxens and 
anorthite-bornb lends mineral assemblages developed during 
n'(gtiaation, after the first fold movement but before 
the second period of folding. During the second fold 
movement the metamorphic grade of the rooks must have been 
such that the hornblendes and pyroxenes were not r.ory-
etallised and dimensionally oriented by the folding. It 
is suggested, tentatively, that the high grade metamorphism 
of the rocks was attained during the period of migmatleation 
but before the second period of folding. 
It has been concluded that the granite gneiss was 
developed after the formation of the oligoolase-.biotite- 
.1.70 
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gneiss. Third minor structures are present in the granite 
gneiss and oligoclaee—biotite"gneiss, and both gneiae.s 
have been folded by the third major fold, the Diollaid 
Bheag Antiform. Because of the close field relationship 
between the two gneisaee, and the fact that they have both 
been folded by the minor and major folds of the third fold 
movement, it is thought that there is no considerable 
time interval between their formation. The foliation of 
the granite gneiss is always distinct and well".defined, 
suggesting that when the granite gneiss was formed the 
rooks were still subject to considerable stress. There 
is no evidence to show that the granite gneiss was rodded 
during the second fold movement and it is concluded that 
the oligoolase—biotite—gneiss and the granite gneiss were 
developed during the same period of migmatisation. The 
granite gneiss was formed subsequent to the oligoolase-
biotite-gneise, during the final stages of the second 
period of folding. 
During the migmatisation and metamorphism associated 
with the second fold movement the rooks were completely 
reorystallised, and it is not possible to establish the 
metamorphic state of the rooks before migmatisation took 
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place. During the first fold movement reorystallisation 
must have occurred, for the ideas of the rooks are oriented 
parallel to the axial planes of the minor first folds, 
but the grade of metamorphism attained by the rooks during 
this period of folding is not known. 
During or shortly after the third fold movement the 
rooks were again completely reoryatallaed. The micas of 
the politic rooks are oriented into a well developed mica 
crinkle, the mica crystals not being bent or broken. 
Petrofabrio analysis of a specimen oontain1% a third 
mica crinkle shows that the quartz oryatale have been 
re-oriented into a girdle pattern at right angles to the 
axis of the crinkle (fig. 25). 
Although reoryetalllsation took place there is no 
evidence to show that regrowth of garnet occurred. It 
is very difficult to determine the precise age of the 
gamete of the area. They are hyp-idioblastic, with 
rounded embayed margins and contain inclusions of un-
strained quartz, telepar and occasionally biotite. 
Sometimes the gamete are reduced to email fragments. 
'Snowball' gamete have not been found. These gamete 
may have developed during the period of reorystallisation 
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associated with the third fold movement, but it is equally 
possible that they formed during the strong metamorphism 
associated with the second period of folding and have 
undergone no subsequent regrowth. 
Reorystallisation again took place during or after 
the fourth fold movement, for in the area affected by the 
fourth major fold, a fourth mica crinkle is developed and 
the quartz and felspar crystals do not show any evidence 
of strain. The major and minor folds of the fourth fold 
movement are restricted to the southwestern part of the 
area and the intensity of deformation during the fourth 
period of folding is not strong. It is not known if all 
the rooks of the area reorystallised during this last 
period of movement. In the areas not affected by the 
fourth folds, third mica crinkling is common and if 
reoryatallisation did take place the micas were not 
re-oriented. 
As has already been described, discordant pegmatite 
veins and sheets have been found to out across the minor 
structures of the third fold movement. In certain parts 
of the area porpkiyroblaetio muscovite crystals showing 
random orientation are common and, locally, at Rois-Bheinn 
175. 
and An Stao, ailliannite shows alteration to large muscovite 
crystals that have no dimensional orientation. It is 
probable that thea* features are the result of a late 
phase of volatile—rich potaeeio bearing fluid, which 
became active after the last phase of reoryatallisation 
and when movement had ceased. 
Al]. the rooks of the area show slight evidence of 
retrograde metamorphism, in that the biotites, and 
occasionally the garnets, show alteration to chlorite. 
The hornblendee of the cab-silicates rooks may also be 
ohioritised, while the olinopyroxenea appear to be 
altering to an actinolitic hornblende. These late stage 
features of retrogressive activity must have developed 
during or after the late phases of recryatalliaation 
associated with the third and fourth fold movements. 
The suggested age relationship of metamorphism, migmatisa-
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V. SUMMARY OF CONQLUSION8 
The metasedimentary rooks of the area have had a 
oonipl.z structural and metamorphic history. The structural 
analysis indicates that the rooks have suffered four periods 
of folding, and by study of the major and minor structures 
of each generation the age relationships of the fold move-
ments can be established, The history of the fold episodes 
may be .ummariaeds 
first period of isoo].ina2. folding. No major 
isoolinal folds have been recognised, but first minor 
structures are widespread and indicate that the whole area 
has been isoolinally folded. This first period of folding 
is probably the structural equivalent to the first movement 
episode recognised in Morar by W.Q. Kennedy (1955) - the 
formation of the Morar nappe. 
period of tight, asymmetric folding during which 
all the rocks of the area were again folded. The second 
folds are Similar in style and their orientation has been 
considerably modified by the third fold movement. The 
evidence suggests that after the second period of folding 
had taken place the rocks were vertically oriented. 
period of Open asymmetric folding about a N.N.E—S.S.W. 
177. 
axial plane trend. The third folds are partly Similar 
and partly Concentric in style. The Diollaid Bheag 
Antiform, a fold some two miles wide, formed during this 
period of folding. 
4. period of open asymmetric folding about a N.W..S.E. 
axial plane trend. The fourth folds are of local 
occurrence, and their affect upon the orientation of the 
rooks and structures of the earlier fold movements is 
only slight. 
It has been found that the stratigraphical succession 
established by Richey and Kennedy (1939) in the Moms 
rooks of Morar, could not be extended into the whole of 
the area mapped. The structural evidence indicates that 
the rooks have been isoolinally folded, and it 1s concluded 
that the stratigraphioal succession has been repeated. 
The few sedimentary structures that have been found 
indicate that the politic rooks of An Stao and Role-Bheinn 
are atratigraphioally younger than the p.niinf tic rooks 
which have been correlated with the Upper Pasmm1tic Group 
of Morar (Richey, 1938). It is suggested that the original 
stratigraphical succession may have consisted of four main 
lithologioal groups. In the area mapped all the psammitic 
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and politic bands contain thin cab-silicate ribs. 
Richey and Kennedy (1939) stated that these cab-silicate 
ribs are absent in the Lower Pamm1tio Group and Lower 
Striped Sohiets of the Morar succession. It may be 
suggested therefore that the lower part of the Morar 
etratigraphical succession is not represented in the 
area mapped. 
The rooks of the central and eastern parts of the 
area have been strongly migmatised, the migmatisation 
taking place before and during the second period of 
folding. In the area of migmatisation the rooks are 
coarsely crystalline gneiasee and the politic rooks have 
been transformed into oligoolase-biotite-gneise and locally, 
granite gneiss. Thick discordant pegmatite veins are 
common, 
It 1s concluded that during migmatisation the rooks 
were at sillimtn1ts grade of metamorphism, and associated 
with this period of high grade metamorphism the anorthite-
hornblende and anorthite-pyroxene metamorphic zones of 
the cab-silicate rooks were developed. 
Reoryatallisation again occurred during or after 
the third and fourth fold movements, but it in probable 
179. 
that regrowth of garnet did not take place. Throughout 
the area the biotitea, and occasionally the gamete, show 
alteration to chlorite, and these features of retrogressive 
activity must have taken place during or after these late 
phases of recrystallisation. 
During the four periods of folding it is evident 
that the rooks responded to deformation in a very plastic 
innier, no cataclastic, or brittle structures found in 
the area can be definitely correlated with the four fold 
movements. The style of the fold periods is such that 
the intensity of deformation decreases, from isoclinal 
folding during the first fold movement, to very open 
asymmetric folding during the fourth movement episode. 
It is interesting to note that the metamorphic history 
shows a similar decrease in intensity. The evidence 
suggests that at approximately the same time as the first 
and second fold movements the grade of metamorphism of the 
rooks was extremely high, but during the later periods of 
open folding, the rooks only suffered low grade metamoruut 
phiem. (fig. 27) 
The suggested age relationship between metamorphism 
and movement is only tentative. Because the rooks have 
1800 
undergone reoryatallisation several times during their 
movement history, and that reorystallisation appears to 
have taken place during or after the final fold movement, 
an accurate correlation between the metamorphic and 
struotural histories is difficult to establish. The 
several phases of folding provide important 'marker horizons' 
in the structural and metamorphic history, and only by 
comparison and correlation with the structure and meta-
morphism of adjacent areas will the complete age relation-
ship between metamorphism and movement be determined. 
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Minor isoclinal fold in the pe'itio rooks of Loch 
Ailort shore, west of Seenn Chruaoh. 
Minor isoclinal fold ('tectonic inclusion') in the 
politic rooks of An Stac. 
First quartz rodding in the politic rooks of 5eaxn 
Chruaoh. 







Minor second fold-in the paammitio rocks south 
of Arleniakill. Note the thickening and thinning 
of the folded lithological unite, and the change of 
fold shape in the direction of the £xial plans. 
Minor second folds in the politic rooks of Seann 
Chruaoh. The folds are preserved by thin pemitio 
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second fold that shows a rapid variation in 
plunge from almost horizontal to almost vertical. 
In the psainrnitic rocks immediately south of Glenshian. 
Second folds showing irregular shape and variable 
plunge. Note the canoe-shaped fold. In the pemmitic 








Double created minor second fold. frog the penTnmitio 
rooks immediately south of Glenshian. 
Tight * almost isoolinal second fold in the striped and 
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Tdrd 1nor i'c(Ui in the pelitic rocks 'if fis-Bheinn. 
Fourth minor folds in the pelitic rooks on the north 
face of Roia-Bheinn, 









Photoiniorograph of the pemitio rook south of 
Arieriiskill. Consists of quartz, felepar (acme highly 
altered), and small laths of muscovite and biotits. 
4. 	 Ord. light. 	x35. 
An above, but under crossed nicole. Note the rounded, 
smooth margins of the quartz and felspar crystal.. 
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Oligoolaa.biotitegnei58, with quartz, felepar, biotite, 
muscovite and garnet. The atoas, with straight crystal 
edges, pass round the garnet. Ord. light. x35. 
8illimanite in biotite and muscovite crystals. Prom 
the oligoolaae..biotite-gneiea of Sgurr na Ba Glaise. 
Ord. light. 	x35. 
Granite gneiss, consisting of quartz, potash felepar, 
oligoolase, and subordinate biotite. Myrmekite and 










Siflimanite present as fibrous masses between the quarts 
and felspar oryatal.. From the striped and banded rooks 
of Sgurr na Ba Glaise. Ord. light. x35. 
Hornblende eahiat body, with abundant hornblende, quartz, 
and basia felapar. Sphene, iron ore are oomaon aooeaeory 
minerals. 	 Ord. light. x35. 
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LuIi 	ZOL1 L 	fl1fli 
Consists of quartz, acid plagioclase, biotite en 	k 
Cale-ailioats band from the anorthite-hornbl.nde zone. 
Contains quartz, basic plagioolaee and hornblende. 
Not. 'spongy' garnet. Sph.ne, iron ore occur an 







Calo-.eilioate band from the 
morphio son.. Consists of 
olinopyroxene and garnet. 
aotinolitio hornblende, and 
isolated fragments. 8phen 
sory minerals, 
anorthite-pyrox.n. note-  
Quartz, basic plagloolase, 
Pyroxene is altering to an 
the garnet is reduced to 
, iron ore occur as aooes 
Ord. light. x40. 
Intimate intergrowth between zoisite and basic plagio-
clase, from a oalo-.eilioate in the anorthits.-hornbelnd. 
zone. Plagioclase is pale grey, the zoisite dark grey 
in colour. A 'spongy' garnet is also present. 
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PLATE XI 
Porphyroblaatiowuaoovit. in the pBamitio rooks north 
of Dru.in Comhnardaig. 	Ord. light. x 35. 
Sillimanite-ausooyit. 'knot' Zroi the politic rooks on 
the north taos of Roie.-Bhsinn. Sillimanits is present 
an dark felted aasoe., separated by large muscovite 
crystal.. 	 Ord. light. 	x35. 
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PLATI III. 
Banded oligoolas..biotite-gnsisa from Seann Chruaoh, 
Oligoola.s-biotit."gnsisa with a lane of coarsely 
crystalline quarts and oligoolase felspar. Prom Sgurr 
na Ba Glais. 
Co Coarsely banded granite gneiss from the Druim Piacisok 
ridge. 
D. Will banded granite gneiss from Oreag Dh.azg. 
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